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RESUMEN 
Las observaciones de los cambios a gran escala en el oceano son la clave para 
entender la variabilidad climatica tanto a nivel global como regional. La Estacion 
Europea de ~eries Temporales Oceanicas de Canarias (ESTOC) fue creada para 
complementar las estaciones oceanicas existentes en el horde este del Atlantico 
Norte. La estaci6n se mantiene mediante la cooperaci6n de cuatro instituciones: 
Institut fur Meereskunde, Kiel (IFMK) y la Fachbereich Geowissenschaften der 
Universitat Bremen (UBG) en Alemania y en Espana el Institute Espanol de 
Oceanografia (IEO) y el Instituto Canario de Ciencias Marinas (ICCM). Las 
observaciones comenzaron a realizarse en 1994. La estaci6n esta situada 
nominalmente a 29°10'N, 15°30'W, a 100 km norte de las islas de Gran Canaria 
y Tenerife y tiene una profundidad de 3600 m. Se realizan observaciones 
mensuales de para.metros fisicos, quimicos y biol6gicos usando un buque de 
investigaci6n, se mantienen fondeos de correntfm.etros y de trampas de sedimento 
y se hacen estudios de procesos con buques oceanogra.ficos en el area circundante 
al menos una vez al aiio. 
Este es el segundo informe anual de ~a observaciones en la ESTOC de una serie 
que sera publicada en los ,,lnformes Tecnicos del ICCM". En el informe se 
realiza una descripci6n de las medidas estandar tomadas en la estaci6n y se 
presentan tambien las observaciones realizadas durante el estudio de los procesos 
en 1995 y 1996. 
ABSTRACT 
Observations of long-term changes in the ocean are a key to understanding 
regional and global climate variability. The European ~tation for Time-Series in 
the Ocean Canary Islands (ESTOC) was established to complement existing 
open-ocean stations in the eastern boundary regime of the North Atlantic. The 
station is maintained in cooperation by four institutions: Institut fur 
Meereskunde, Kiel (IFMK) and the Fachbereich Geowissenschaften der 
Universitat Bremen (UBG) in Germany, and in Spain the Instituto Espanol de 
Oceanografia (IBO) and the Instituto Canario de Ciencias Marinas (ICCM). 
Observations started in 1994. The nominal station position is at 29°10'N, 
15°30'W, with the site about 100 km north of the islands qf Gran Canaria and 
Tenerife at a depth of 3600 rn. Activities include monthly observations of 
physical, chemical and biological parameters with a research vessel, the 
maintenance of a current meter mooring and a particle trap mooring and process 
studies. with research ships. in the swrounding area at least once per year. 
This is the second annual report on the ESTOC observations in a series which 
will be published in the ,,Informes Tecnicos del ICCM". The report provides a 
description of the standard measurements at the station site and also presents the 
observations made during the process study cruises in 1995 and 1996. 
ESTOC 
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The interdisciplinary time series station ESTOC (European Station for Time-
series in the Ocean Canary Islands, Estaci6n Europea de Series Temporales 
Oceanicas de Canarias) has been in operation since 19.94. It is positioned at about 
3600m depth at 29°10'N, 15°30'W, about 100 km north of the islands of Gran 
Canaria and Tenerife. Regular station observations once per month on a research 
vessel comprise measurements of physical, chemical and biological properties 
and include water sampling. In addition to these regular measurements other 
observations are performed during the monthly cruises on the initiative of 
individual researchers. The regular ship measurements are complemented by 
moored instrument observations. 
In order to obtain an improved understanding of the processes governing the 
region and thereby to gain information on the. representativeness of the time 
series data, repeated process studies are also carrie.d out. These interdisciplinary 
experiments with research vessels combine hydrographic measurements, 
chemical and biological sampling, productivity experiments and drifting surface-
tethered particle trap observations. The cruises are also used to exchange ESTOC 
moorings and to carry. out the standard observations when appropriate. As a 
further contribution to the process studies, XBT lines were established between 
Gran Canaria and the station and also between Gran Canaria and Tenerife. 
ESTOC is a Spanish-German joint project, with the participating institutions 
indicated on the cover of this report, and is coordinated by an international 
ESTOC Committee. Several Spanish and German ships have been used to carry 
out the observations. The funding for the German contribution is provided by the 
Ministry for Education, Science, Research and Technology (BMBF, Fkz.: 
03F0108D) as part of the German JGOFS programme. The Spanish institutions 
obtain their funding from local and national government sources. 
More information on the goals of ESTOC and the organisational structure can be 
found in the introduction to the first ESTOC annual report (Llinas et al., 1997) 
and on the web pages neptuno.iccm.rcanaria.es, www.ifrn.uni-kiel and 
www.allgeo.uni-bremen.de. The annual reports for the periods 1995 and 1996 




2 CRUISE SUMMARIES AND DEPLOYMENT INFORMATION 
2.1 Regular Station Observations 
2.1.1 Monthly Observations 
(0. Llinas, R. Reuter, G. Siedler, T.J. Miiller, S. Neuer, A. Spitzy) 
The position of the ESTOC station is shown in Figure 1. The aim is to occupy the 
station regularly each month for two days. The list of cruises during the reporting 
period is presented in Table 1. The measurements are carried out by scientific 
and technical groups varying from cruise to cruise, with different people from the 
participating institutions (see Table 3). The journey from Las Palmas to the 
ESTOC position takes about 8 hours. The water depth of the station is 3600m 
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Figure 1. Map of the Canary-Madeira region with the position ofESTOC. 
This report presents a summary of the station activities during the second and 
third year of operation. Due to some problems with BO ''Taliarte" gaps occurred 
in the monthly sampling during 1995. During that year the station was occupied 
four times by BO ''Taliarte" and several times during two periods by FS "Victor 
Hensen" and FS ''Poseidon" The problems were overcome in 1996, with only 
one gap in November. A total of 8 cruises were done by BO "Taliarte", two by 
FS "Victor Hensen" and one by FS ''Poseidon" (Table 1). On BO ''Taliarte" the 
sampling was performed with Niskin bottles of 5 litres capacity fitted with 
reversing thermometers. Each bottle carried three thermometers and was 
mounted on stainless-steel hydrowire. A General Oceanics Rosette and a Neil 
Brown CTD were used on FS ''Victor Hensen" and on FS ' 'Poseidon". 
7 
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Table 1. Summary ofESTOC cruises in 1995 and 1996. 
ESTOC Ship Date Max. depth (m) 
Month/year of observation 
0195 Taliarte 25.01.95 2,800 
0395 Taliarte 28.03.95 2,800 
0595 Victor Hensen 01.06.95 1,000 
0695 Victor Hensen 04.06.95 1,000 
0895 Taliarte 30.08.95 2,750 
0995 Poseidon 01.10.95 3,600 
1095 Poseidon 03.10.95 3,600 
06.10.95 3,600 
1195 Taliarte 25.11.95 2,750 
0196 Victor Hensen 24.01.96 1,000 
28.01.96 1,000 
0296 Victor Hensen 04.02.96 1,000 
10.02.96 1,000 
0396 Taliarte 15.03.96 2,500 
0496 Taliarte 24.04.96 2,500 
0596 Poseidon 15.05.96 3,600 
20.05.96 3,600 
22.05.96 3,600 
0696 Taliarte 12.06.96 2,500 
0796 Taliarte 09.07.96 2,500 
0896 Taliarte 29.08.96 -
0996 Taliarte 27.09.96 1,000 
1096 Taliarte 30.10.96 1,000 
1296 Taliarte 17.12.96 1,000 
Table 2. Basic parameters measured at ESTOC in 1994-1996. 
Parameters/Instruments 1994 1995 1996 
Salinity ----- --·---- -----
(bottle) 
Temperature ----- --·--- -·-----
(reversing thermometer) 
C1D --·---- ----- ------
XBT ------ ---- -·--·--
Oxygen ----- -·---- ------
Nitrate+Nitrite ----- ------ -----
Phosphate ------ ------ ---·-·--










Table 3. Personnel participating in the monthly ESTOC cruises in 1995 and 1996. 
Partici ant 
Name Inst. Year 1995 
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Hatched colUIIU1s indicate months without sampling. Cruises were perfomed with BO "Taliarte" unless 
specified: * = Victor Hensen cruise, + = Poseidon cruise. 
Participating institutes: 





: Instituto Canario de Ciencias Marinas, Telde de Gran Canaria, Spain 
: Instituto Espafl.ol de Oceanografia, COC, Sta. Cruz, TF, Spain 
: Institut fur Meereskunde an der Universitat Kiel, Germany 
: Universidad de Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, Spain 
Functions: 
S : scientist 
T : technician 
2.1.2 Moorings 
2.1.2.1 Current/temperature measurements 
(J. Reppin, T.J. Millier) 
During the FS "Poseidon" cruise 202, a current meter mooring (see Figure DI in 
data report 1994) was deployed on 22.09.1994 at 29°10.09'N and 15°40.25'W at 
a water depth of 3620m. The mooring was equipped with 7 Aanderaa current 
meters at 270, 500, 800, 1200, 1600, 2500, and 3500m depth. An upward looking 
ADCP was installed at 180m depth. The mooring was recovered during FS 




The mooring was redeployed on 18.09.1995 al 29°09.75'N and 15°40.!S' W 
during lhe same cruise. The number of Aanderaa current meters was reduced by 
one instrument (270, 540, 840, 1240, 2240, and 3590m). It was r~overed during 
FS ''Meteor" cruise 37 on 01.01.1997 and redeployed again on 04.01.1997. 
2.1.2.2 Particle traps 
(S. Neaer) 
The particle trap mooring had already been deployed on FS ''M eteor" cruise M20 
on 25.11.1991 and was subsequenOy exchanged according to the schedule 
ouUined in Table 4. The moorings carried up to three particle traps , current 
meters and a particle camera. The instruments and deployment depths are shown 
in Figure 2. 
Table 4. Trap depths, mooring intervals and collection periods of the p·article trap 
deployments CI 1-6 at the ESTOC Station. No data are available from the 1 km trap of 
CI 3, and the 0.7 and 3 km leaps of CI5. 
Mooring Trap depth (m) Tomi coU<lClloa period Deployment Sample 
0.7 l-m l km 3lml Statt E!nd (Days) interval 
(Days) 
Cl I 1006 3084 25.11.91 25.11.92 305 15 
Cl 2 !036 3067 01.10.92 09.04.93 190 10 
Cl 3 1026 3086 12,04.93 07.06.94 430 21 
CT4 923 3070 09.06.94 02.09.94 66 8 
Cl5 713 976 3062 05.09.94 12. 11.95 415 22 
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Figure :2. Design of the particle flwt mooring at the ESTOC station. CI L-6 refer LO ilie 
mooring intervals described in Table 4. 
1l 
2.1.3 XBTLines 
(E. Perez-Martell, A. Cianca) 
2.1.3. l Methodology 
/of.Tic.Inst.Canario C~n<.Mor.n"l 
Measurements are made using Sparton T5 (Deep Blue) probes, capable of 
measuring down to 1800 m for ship ~peeds op to 12 knots. In practice the 
launchings are made at ship speeds below l O knots. Following WALSH (1996) the 
data in the upper 5 m are removed from the files because of the finite response 
time of the probes (0.63 s) generating unrealistic temperature values during the 
transition from air to water temperatures. A race of fall of 6.5 m s·' corresponds 
to a depth .of 4.08 m. 
Several computer routines have been written at the CCCM for the treatment and 
aoaly~is of XBT data, using IDL as programming tool. These include; 
• Quality control with rejection of poor data caused by failure.~ of the insul~tion 
of wires, by resistance changes due to the stretching or by the brealcing of the 
wires. 
• The criteria used for data rejection is based on the establi.shment of thresholds 
for tllemaximum vertical temperature deriv~ves. 
• Interpolation to standard depths, usually with 2in or Sm spacing. 
• Processing routines including spatial and temporal averaging, calculation of 
anomalies, determinations of isotherm depths, determinations of inverse 
vertical gradients as a measure of stratification, and 
• Comparisons with other XBT data sets and satellite-derived data sets_ 
2.1.3.2 XBT Line ESTOC-Gran Canaria 
The observations started in March 1996 with typically 6 XBT probes 1!1unched 
on every monthly ESTOC crnise of BO 'Taliarte' '. Usually these deployments 
are made during the way from ESTOC to Gran Canaria, with a nominal spacing 
between samples of 10 nautical miles (Figure 3). The numbers of observntions 
are summarized in Table 5 . 
Table S. Xl3T launches on ESTOC-Gran Cannria line. 
















2.1.3.3 XBT Lin.e i\gaete-Sta.Cruz 
The observations started in November 1995. The launches are made from Fred 
Olsen Line fem.es cruising between Agaete/Gran Canaria and Sta.Cruz/Tencrife. 
Measurements began al 28°10' N, 15° 50' Wand ended at 28° 25' N. 16° 09' W . 
Positions were typically 8 nautical miles apart. The observations were performed 
monllil y until February 1997, and bimonthly after that time. Table 6 summarizes 
1heXBT launches on that route. 
Table 6. XBT launches on Agaete-Sta.Cruz line. 
Montll 1995 1996 
No.of XBTs No.ofXBTs 
Januarv - 5 
Februarv . . 
March . 5 




Juae . 5 




Seotember . 4 
October . 5 
November 5 5 
December 5 5 
lDMCm.lDE 
Figure 3. Positions ofXBT observations. 
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2.2 Related Process Studies 
2.2.1 Goals 
lnf.7'icJm~Canoril, C~nc.Mar.n '7 
Repe,lied cruises of research vessels were carried out in order to obtain an 
improved understanding of the processes governing the region. These 
observations have tl1e goal to gain information on the representativeness of the 
ESTOC time series data for lhe larger cegjon. The interdisciplinary experiments 
on the process study cruises included hydrographic measurements, chemical and 
biological sampling, productivity experiments and drifting surface-tel11ered 
particle trap observations. The cruises are also used to exchange ESTOC 
moorings and to carry out the regular monthly ship observations when 
appropriate. 
2.2.2 "Victor Hensen" Cruise VH 95 
(R. Reuter) 
Tbe FS "ViclOr Hensen" cruise (30.05.95-07.06.95') was aimed at investigating 
the circulation and the cui:rent system in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre, 
especially north of the Cana.ty Islands. The hydrographic conditions in the 
eastern region of the Canary Islands are characterized by coastal upwelling of 
inte1mediat.e water to the surface. This high n.utrient water generates an increase 
in phytoplankton growth in tl1e upper 100 m, while the oligolropbic regions are 
characterized by low surface concentrations in nutrients and a sharp chlorophyll 
maximum at a def?th of approx. I 00 m. 
The cruise started a~ 30,05,95 (14HOO local time) at the pon of Las Palruas. The 
chief scientist was Rainer Reuter. After test station 352 the port of Las Palmas 
was again called for repa:iring the vessel 's engine. The ship left again oo 31 .05.95 
and reached station 353. Until 07.06.95, station 401, measurements were 
perfoonecl with CTD (IfMK and UOL), bio-optical instruments (UOL). multlnet 
(GeoB), with the analysis of nutrients (ICCM),. cihlorophyU (ICCM.. GeoB), DOC 
(IBGM) and bacteria (UOL) from water samples from discrete depths (surface, 
25, SO, 75, 100, 150, 400, 600, 800, 1000 m). On 01.06.95 at station 356 a 
floating sediment trap was released near ESTOC. It was planned to recover the 
trap again on 04.06.95 but search was stopped a.t 05.06.95 without success. The 
list of stations is presented in Table 8, and the participants in the cruise are listed 
in Table 7. From. 03.06,95 - 06.06,95 daily flight operations by 11 Geonan DO 
228 maritime ·surveillance aircraft equipped with 11 scanning l~er fluorosensor 
were conducted leading to spatial distribution maps of surface gelbstoff contents 
in the Canary Island region. On 07.06.95 FS 'Victor Hensen' anived at the 
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Figure 4. Stations sampled during cruise VH 95. 
TabJe 7. Participants of FS "Victor Hensen" cruise 06/95. 
Name Institution 
R. Reuter (C\ UOL 
K.D. Loauav t'n UOL 
R. Heuermann <S) 'UOL 
H. Barth (S) UOL 
A Laschke (S) UOL 
C. Becker (Sl UOL 
G. Fenl.'.ler (S) IBGM 
C. Haag (S) JtMK 
S. Neuer (S) Ge.oB 
E. Deleado (S\ lCCM 
lnstit11Uons, 
-VOL Universillil O)dcuburg 
IBOM lhslitul filr Biogeochcmie und Meereschcmie, Bamburg 
UM}{ J:nstilul fllr ~cereslcundc, Universlllll Kiel 
GeoB Geowissenscbaften, Unh,cnill!l Bremen 
!CCM fnstiwto Canario Ile Ciencias Marinas, Tcldo, GrJR canaria 
Functions: 
C : chief scientist 
S :· sciCO\iSL 
1' : tecbnidan 
Tnble 8. Stations of PS "Victor Rensen" crulse 06/95. 
STATION DATE POSITION TIME (UTC) 
NO. 
1995 "' (•N) >.. ("W) start 
352 30.05. 28°11.0 15"21.8 14:45 
353 31.05. 23•11.o 15°21.8 14:40 



















































2.2.3 "Poseidon" Cruise P 212 
( G. Siedler, T .J. Millier) 
Jnf.TJc./nsJ.Canarw Cumc.Mar.n7 
POSITION TIME(UTC) 
CD f'N) 1. l"Wl smrt 
28•,s.o 15"30.0 21:00 
29"20.8 15"29.0 08:55 
29"20.9 15"28.9 09:20 
29"30.0 15°12.5 16:50 
29"30.0 14".55.3 19:40 
29"30.0 14"38.l 22:12 
29"30.0 14"2l.0 Ot:01 
29°30.0 14°04.0 03:06 
29"30.0 13°48.0 05:45 
29"30.0 1;3"29.6 10:10 
29•30.o 13•125 12:36 
29"30.0 12°55.0 17:12 
29°30.0 12"38.0 17:30 
29°16.0 12°15.5 23:37 
29°02.0 12"26.8 04:20 
28°48.2 12°38.0 06:34 
28°48.2 12°553 10:00 
28°48.2 13°12.5 13:IO 
28°48.2 13•30.o 18:13 
28°48.2 13°46.8 19:55 
zg•43.2 14°04.0 22:20 
28°48.2 14"21.0 00:40 
28°48.2 14°38.o 02:3.S 
28°48.2 14°55.0 05:50 
zg•4g.2 15°1,2.5 07:45 
29°00.0 1s0 16.o ll:45 
29°10.0 15°20.0 14:35 
29°30.0 15°30.0 07:SO 
29•30.o 15°47.0 14;00 
29"30.0 16°04.0 17:SS 
29"30.0 16°38.0 20:00 
29°30.0 16°38.0 21:45 
29•20.o 16°38.0 01:30 
29°io.o 16°38.0 03:10 
29•21.o 16°21.0 05:10 
w·ro.o 16°04.0 09:48 
29•10.o 15°47.0 12:7A 
29•10.o 15°43.2 12:45 
28°59.0 15°30.0 15;02 
28°48.0 15°30.0 17:41 
28°48.0 1s0 47.o 19:48 
28°48.0 16°40.0 21:40 
28°34.0 16°04.0 23:00 
28"28.5 15°53.5 OU>Z 
28"23.0 15°43.S 04:06 
28°18.0 15°33.5 04:35 
The ship departed from Las Palm.as, Gran Caoaria, on 30.09.9.5. 18.30. After the 
passage to the ESTOC position work st.arted with the launching of a drifting 
sediment trap, followed by CID casts. The ship then went to a position to the 
16 
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southwest of Fuert6ventura. then along the western side of Fuerteventura and 
Lanzarote to the north (station 846) and from there westward on a zonal co11rse to 
a position north of ESTOC (station 851). After retrieving I.be drifting sediment 
lrap for the fust time, the u·ap was relnunched at the ESTOC position, and CID 
measurements were performed nt this location. A north-south section to Tenerife 
foUowed to station 859, and consecutive sections between Tenerife and Gran 
Canaria and from there to Fuerteventura (station 867). The vessel then returned 
to the ESTOC position in order to recover the drifting sediment trap and to 
perform standard time series station operations again. After a passage to La 
Palma (station 870) the final section of P212/3 led from there to the north coast 
of Tenerife. 
"Poseidon" arrived in the pon of Sta. Cruz on 08.10.95, 09.00. The complote 
scientific group was exchanged, and the task of the chief scientist was transferred 
from G. SiedJer to T .J. Mliller. A reception for the participants of the Second 
ESTOC Workshop, for scientists of the University of La Laguna and looaJ 
officials was organized in coUaboration with the German consulate .in Sta.Cruz. 
Participants of the cruise joined the 2nd ESTOC workshop organized by the IEO 
in their facilities in Sta. Cruz. The participants are given in Table 9, and the 
stations in Table 10. 
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Figure 5. Stations sampled during cruise P21V3, 
Table 9. Participants of FS "Poseidon" cruise P212/3. 
Name Institution 
Busse, M ark:us (St) 1CMK 
DelJmdo, Esther (S) ICCM 
Gonz.alez, M. (S) ULPGC 
Haal!, Christian (S) JfMK 
Kov, Uwe (Tl lfMK 
Neucr, Susanne {S) GeoB 
Rodril!ucz, Cristina (S) ICCM 
Santana, Rosa (S) ICCM 
Siedler, Gerold, (C) 1fMK 
Torres Padron. M.E. (S) ULPGC 
17 
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'. Jn~liw10 Crul.'lrio de Cieocins Marinas, 1'clde de Gran Canatia. Spain 
: lnslim1 filr MeereskundJ: under Univcrsillll Kie!. Germany 
; Uuivctsidad de Las PaimllS, Gron Canarill. Spain 
lluncUons: 
C : chietscienlt,1 
S : scielllisl 
St : smdem 
T : techalciru1 
Table 10. Stations sampled and iristrumeli~ used during FS "Poseidon." cruise P21'2/3. 
STATION OA'J'J!: POSITION TIME(UTC) DEPTH INSTRUMENTS 
NO. con-. 
J-995 ml0 N) ,.. (•W\ start stno (m) 
IJ40 01.10.95 29°09.9 15°40.0 02.00 02.32 3513 CTD/ADCP 
02,40 04..1) 35)3 JCTD 
04.26 07.07 3513 CTD 
841 01.10.95 29•10.o 15°4-0.l 08,20 08.19 .3638 Launching drifting 
sediment Imo nu.7648 
842 Ol.lM5 28"24.0 14•31..o 16,55 18.32 20i0 CTD/ADCP 
19.34 19.55 3014 CTD no ru ) 
1143 01.10.95 28°39.0 14°2L5 22.00 23.38 1905 CID/ADCP 
844 02.10.95 2-0"53.9 14°10.5 01.45 03.23 2289 CTD/ADCP 
845 .02,10.95 29•00.o 13°55.9 OS.SO 07.34 2089 C'J'D/ADCP 
846 02.10.95 29"23.0 13°41.5 09.46 1).20 l 908 CTO/ADCP 
12.41 13. LS 1872 C'J'D 
847 02.10.95 29"23.0 14°02.8 15.18 17.37 3305 CTD/ADCP 
848 02.10.95 29°23.0 14"23.1 19.44 22.16 3442 CTD/ADCP 
849 03.10.95 29.°22.9 14°44.4 00.25 02.28 3538 croJADCP 
850 03.10.95 29°24.0 15"05.8 04.30 06.45 3587 CTD/t\.DCP 
85l 03.10.95 29"23.0 15"26.6 08.55 11.38 3619 CTD/ADCP 
12.15 12.40 36f8 CTD/ADCP (500m\ 
8~ 03.10.95 29°08.7 15°48.S 15,15 l5.35 3638 Rctdcvnl drifting 
S<!dDnent trnn 
853 03.10.95 29•12.o 15"30.0 17.30 17.46 3622 LaundJing drifting 
sedirnem tmp 
29°11.8 15"29.5 18.00 18.12 3622 CfD/LADCP '(.30m \ 
19.45 22.02 .3623 CTD/1.ADCP 
854 o.l 10.95 29"23.0 15°47.5 00.20 02.10 3641 CTD/LADCP 
855 04.10.95 29°14.7 15°31.2 03.48 06.05 S644 CTD/LADCP 
856 04.10.95 29°.05.7 15°54.8 07.20 10.28 3638 CTD/L.ADCP 
857 04.10.95 2.s 0s6.S 13°58.S 11.47 13.57 '3611 CTD/LAOCP 
858 ' 04,10.95 28°47.2 16°02.3 15.15 17.27 3981 CTD/LADCP 
859 04.10.95 28"38.4 16°06.0 18.45 19.30 466 CTD/LADCP 
860 04.10.95 28°29.S 15°58.4 20.54 23.30 2929 CTD/l.ADCP 
861. 05.10.95 28"20.4 15°51.4 05.20 07.54 3272 CTO/LADCP 
862 05.10.95 28°12.0 15°44.1 09.25 10.12 463 CTD/LADCP 
863 05.10.9.'i 28°05.0 15"20.5 13.JO l:l.50 543 C'J'D/LADCP 
864 05.10.95 2s0os..o 15"09.3 15.05 16.34 1690 CTD/LADCP 
865 05.10.95 2&0 os.o 14•5s.o 18.00 19.27 1569 Cl'D/LADCP 
866 05.10.95 28"05.0 14°47.0 20.40 21.55 988 CTDJLADCP 
867 06.10.95 2s•11.9 14"37.l 00.10 01.30 1414 CTD/LADCP 
868 06.10,95 28°58.0 15°40.2 08.08 09.20 3624 Relrleval tlriftin g 
sedimeol lfan 
869 Q6..10.95 29"1L9 15"30.0 11.55 12.10 3625 CTD/LADCN200m) 
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S'l'ATION DA'IE PosmoN 
NO. 
l995 co l0 N) 1-, (•W\ 
870 07.10.95 28°55.1 17' 51.5 
871 07.10.95 28°51.3 17'30.5 
872 07.10.95 28°48,1 17°09.2 
28°47.9 17"09.2 
873 07.10.95 28' 45, L 16"48.0 
874 07.10.95 28°4L5 16"26.8 
2.2.4 "Victor l{ensen'1 Cruise VH 96 
2.2.4. l VH 9(,i-1 
(R. Reuter) 
Objectives 
TrME(IITC) DEl'Tll INSTRUMENTS 
corr. 
start stop (m) 
12.48 15.18 3624 CTD/LADCP 
16.24 16.55 3623 CTDILADCP (300m) 
06.16 0756 1946 CTDfLADCP 
10.13 12.19 3168 CTD/LADCP 
14.30 16.27 3563 CTD/LADCP 
16,35 16.47 3565 ICTD (test) 
18.57 21.00 3239 CTD/LADCP 
23.00 00.45 2688 CTD/LADCP 
The FS "Victor Hensen'' cruise (23.01.96-31.01.96) h.ad the aim to investigate 
the circulation and ourreat system in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre, 
especia!Jy north of the Canary Islands. lt was part of the multi-year series of 
e,qx:clitions to investigate the region near the European time-series station 
ESTOC, 
Narrative 
Tl:\e FS "Victor Hensen" cruise started at 23.01.96 (13b00 local time) at the port 
of Santa Cruz de Tenerife, with a 2-days delay due to bad weather. The. chief 
scientist was Rainer Reuter. Strong wind conditions of up to 7 Bft remained 
stable during the entire cruise and were n problem dwing moSt s!,ation work. 
)J 
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Figure 6. Mnp of stations visited during Victor Hensen Al/96-1 and Al/96-2. 
Moreover, tbe in ,ritu-fluorometer as part of the probing system became defective 
on 24.0l. 98 and could not be re_paired on board the ship. Therefore, in siru-
meas11rements were Limited to temperature and salinity data sampling with a 
l9 
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Meerestechnik-Elektronik OTS 1500 (UOL) and an SIS (ICCM) CTD probe. 
Water samples were taken at O - JO - 2.5 - 50 - 75 - 100 - 150 - 200 - 300 - 400 -
600 - 800 and lOOOm depth for chlorophyll a, oxygen, nutrients, DOC, POC and 
isotope measurements. Moreover, coccolitophoride and foraminifera sampling 
was done at most. stations. The cruise ended on 31.01.98 in the port of Las 
Palmas de Gran Canaria. The list of participants i$ presented in Tabl.c 11 and tl1e 
stations sampled are given in Table 12. A complete set of calibrated and 
processed dat.a on CD-ROM were made available to the participants of the cruise 
and to the German JGOFS Data Centre in November 1996. 
Table 11. ParticipanlS of FS ''Vicwr Hensen" VH 96-1. 
Name Institution 
R. Reuter <C) UOL 
K.D. Lonuav m UOL 
a Bru:th IS) UOL 
Stefan Guess (S) I IBGM 
Uwe Kov{T) IlMK 
J. Bollmann (S) ETH 
Andrea Sniedt <S) GeoB 
A. Cianca (S) TCCM 
Institutions: 
UOl, Universiliit Oldeoburg 
IBGM Institut rur Jliogcochcmle und Meercschemie, Hamburg 
lfMK lnstilUl lllr Mccreskunde, Universitll1 Kiel 
ETH Eidgi:nll<ssiscbe Tcchniscbe };lochschulc, Zurich 
GeoB Geowisseoschaften. Universitlll Bremen 
ICCM lnstiiuto Canario de Ciencias Marinas, Teldc, Gran Canaria 
Functions: 
C : chief scienlisl 
S ; scientist 
T : teclmidan 
Table 12, Stations sampled during the FS "Victor Hensen" cruise VB 96_1. 
STATION DATE POSITION TIME(UTC) nEP'm PROFrCE 
NO. NO. 
1996 m l"N) ~1·wi start •«op (m) 
002 23.01. 28"25.0 16°15.0 13:50 15:05 1500 Test 
15:25 16:43 001 
20:04 002 
003 24.01. 29°08.3 15"34.0 08:20 08:45 1500 003 
09:40 10:05 004 
11:05 12;55 005 
r.i: 15 13:50 
14:30 14:50 006 
004 25.01. 28"32.0 12°30.0 06:30 06:4() 104 007 
004 25.01. 28"32.0 12°30.0 06:51 07:10 104 008 
005 25.01. 28"35.0 12'!45.4 08:55 09:10 150 009 
09:20 09:40 010 
006 25.01. 28:38.5 13.00.7 11:15 11:35 560 Oil 
20 
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STATION DATE POSITION Tll\1:E (t.n'C) DEl"TB l'.ROFILE 
NO. NO. 
1996 CD ("N) A("Wl start $!Op (m) 
006 25.01 28:38.5 13.00.7 12:50 13:30 012 
13:38 013 
14:04 014 
007 25.01. 28°40.1 13°07.3 14:46 015 
008 25.01. 28°41.5 13°14.8 15:40 1080 016 
008 25.01. 28°41.5 13°14.8 16:00 17:10 !080 Of7 
018 
019 
009 25.01. 28°43.1 13"22.5 020 
010 25.01. 2$0 44.7 l.3°30.3 19:10 19:36 1300 021 
19:40 1300 
20:55 1300 022 
23:05 1300 023 
OU 26.01. 28''46.4 13°37.9 00:15 02A 
012- 26.01. 27"49.9 13°2316 08:10 08:20 105 025 
08:42 08:58 105 026 
013 26.01. 27°56.5 13°32.4 10:07 10:3-0 1960 0?.7 
10:30 11:15 1960 
11:28 12:55 1960 028 
014 26.01. 28°02.8 13°41.3 13:00 13:15 029 
030 
15:00 15:50 031 
16:00 16:10 032 
OJS 26.01. 28°09,0 13°49.9 17:13 17:40 750 033 
17:40 11:55 034 
18:00 18:45 
-18:50 035 
016 27.0J. 28°49.9 13°59.9 08:14 08:43 1500 03(; 
-9:17 9:40 037 
017 27.0h 28°52.4 14°l4.9 12:05 12:28 2620 038 
12:35 .13.15 
13:20 14:35 039 
14:45 15:25 040 
018 27.01. 28°55.3 14°30.0 -17:08 '17:19 3000 041 
*17:28 
- 17:SO 042 
17:55 18:57 043 
019 27.01. 28°58.9 14°44.9 20:45 21:07 3515 044 
21:30 21:50 045 
22:07 11:35 046 
020 28.0l. 29°0.2.2 15°00.0 06:07 06:29 3580 047 
06:32 7:15 
07:20 8.43 3580 048 
09.03 09,23 049 
29J)I 13:05 14;20 066 
14:25 14:40 067 
14:40 14:56 068 
02(i 29,.01 29"22.2 16°30.0 16:2A 16:43 3700 069 
16:50 070 
17;00 18:10 071 
18;30 18:50 072 
027 29.01 29"25.2 16°45.0 20:22 3840 073 
'22:45 21:05 074 
027 29.01 29°25.2 16°45.0 21:05 21:55 
22:00 23:40 075 
028 30.01 29m.5 17°00.0 08:10 08:25 3930 076 
08:31 09:30 077 
09:42 10:03 078 
21 
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2.2.4.2 VH 96-2 
(S. Neuer) 









The PS "Vici.or Hensen" left the port of L!s Palmas on 04.02.96, two days later 
as scheduled due to bad weather conditions.The chief scientist was Susanne 
Neuer. The list of participants is presented in Table 13. On board were four 
Spanish and five Gennan scientists. We commenced with station work at ESTOC 
and depl,oyed the surface-tethered particle trap·. We continued. with an east-west 
section north of ESTOC and with a tangential section and parallel sections along 
Fue1tcvcntUl'a and Lanzarote. We returned to ESTOC on two occasions, to 
conduct station wor1' and to recover and re-deploy the particle ttap; the list of 
stations, instruments and parameters is displayed in Table 14. We returned to 
port ns scheduled in the morning of 12.02.1996. 
Table 13. Participants of FS "Victor Hensen" cruise VH 96-2. 
Name 
Neoer, Susanne, (C\ 
Cianr-• Andros (S\ 
Coca Saez de Albeoiz, Josen (S\ 
Eberwein, Astrid CS\ 
GonuUez-Di!.vila,, Melchor (S) 
Klein, Bireit <S) 
Kov. Uwel"li 
Lorenzen. Christiane IS) 
Luznrdo-Hem:indez, Francisco (T) 
wUtulions: 
AWi 
Alfred Wegcoc,: Tnstiwt lilr Polar und Meeres[orscbung 
Geoll 
Fachbeteich fur Geowissenscllafien 
Universil!lt Bremen 
Klageofurtcr StraSSe 
0 · 28359 Bremen 
LCCM 
lnstiluto Canario de Cioicins Marinas 
Oirocci6n General de Uoiversidalles e lnvestlgaci6o 
Cansejcrfa do de Eduqicl6n, 
£ · 35200 Telde, 













lnsu111t fur Meereskunde 
Universillit Klcl 
Dusumibrooker We.g 20 
D - 24105 Kiel 
OLPGC 
Unfvt.>r,;ldad de Las Palmas de G. Canarilt 
Edificio de Ciencias Bllsicas 
Campus Unive,-silario Tarlfa 
E - 35017 Las Palmas de Gran Canaria 
Canary lshmds, Spain 
F=cilon.s: 
C ; chief scientist 
S : scientist 
T : tedulioian 
Table 14. Stations of FS "Victor Hensen" cruise VH96-2, 02.02-U.02.1996. 
STA'tlON DATE POSITION TIME OEl'TR PROFILE PROFILE lNSTRUMENl'S 
NO. (UTq corr. NO. DEPTH PARA.ME'JE~S 
1996 CD (•N) ~(•W\ start Im) Im) 
030 04.02 28"35.0 15°25.8 11.25 3650 001 500-530 Sampling seawater for ll"aps 
12.24 002 465 CTD nbl 
031 04.02 29°09.0 15°30.7 16A5 36(j(} 000 200-220 ' Tr:1p5 into water 




19.17 002 CTD 
nbl(IS0,90,75,25 
m), prollsts 
20.10 003 1000 CTD STS ( l 000. 
800,600,400.200, 
100.75,50,25,tOm) 
, POC. HPLC 
21.37 004 30 Dilution 
experiments 









032 05.02 29°23.0 15"26.6 08.0S .3700 001 1000 CTD SIS 0000, 800,600,400,300. 
200,).50,125,100, 
75,50,25m), 
Alk/pH, chi, nu~ 
u-acemetals 
032 05.02 29°23.-0 15"26.6 09.30 002 465 C'ID obi, (200, 150,100,50,t<mi). 
AtklpH, dll, nu~ 
irace metals. 
orotlsts 
18.24 1800 XBTsTS.#02 
23 
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STATION DATE posmON TIME DEPTH PROFD.,E PROFILE INSTIUJMF.NTS 
NO. (UTC) corr. NO. DEPTH l'ARAMETERS 
19% •• f"M ?.. ("W) start (m) (m) 




Alk/pH, chi, nu\, 
trace meG~s. 
protists 
I 17.22 002 465 CTD nbl. (200. 
J00.75.50.25, l()QJ) 
HPLC 




.WpH, ch~ nut, 
rtacemcmls 
(J0.42 002 CTO nbl (lOm}. 
o,. alklplJ, chi, 
nu~ U'llce mcmls 
035 06.02 29'32.0 t2"30.0 09.25 100 001 100 CIDnbl (90,75.50,25,!0m), 
0,, alk/pfl, chi, 
nu~ 1111ce meU!ls, 
protists 
002 100 CTDnbl 
(90,75,50,25.lOm). 
Chi. POC, HPLC 
036 06.02 28"45.0 13"38.0 17.45 1140 001 1000 CTD SIS HOOO, 
800.600,400,300, 
200, 150, 125, JOO. 
75,S0,25m),Alk/ 
pH. nu\,llilCC 
19.16 002 465 
metals 
crb obi. (100, 
75.50,25,lOm), 
AlkJ pH, OU\,lJ'aCC 
metals, prolists 




037 06.02 28"51.0 l4"08.0 2355 2000 001 1000 CTD SIS {1000. 
800.600.400,300, 
200,lS0, 125, 100, 
75,50,25m), 0,, 
AJkl pR, cbl, nu~ 
trace nicta.ls 
' 
C)L,16 002 465 CTDnbl, (100, 
75,50,25, IOm). O,, 
AJkl pH,cbl, nu~ 
u-ace melllls, 
orO!lsts 
038 07.02 29"06,S 15°42.6 09.40 3630 000 500 Retrieve traps (500-530m) 





STATION DATE P OSITION TIME DEPTH PROFILE PROFll.E INSTRUMENTS 
NO. (trJ'C) corr. NO. DEPTH PARAMETERS 
1996 CD ( 0 N) ;\. ("W) Siar! (m) (m) 




039 07,02 29"0'J.S 15"30.4 13.00 3660 000 Traps into wnrer 




AlkJ pl{ chi. llUl, 
trace mews 
JS.01 002 CTD nbl, {150, 
100.50,2S,10m) 
Prolists 












18.55 006 Dilution 
19. LS 007 
el<Jl"(imenlS (2Sm) 









Alk/ pH; cl\L DUI, 
trace me1Jlls 
0036 002 465 CTD nbl (!Om), 
O,.Alkl pH, 
cbl.nul,ttare metals 




pH. chi, nut. trace 
metals 
09.18 002 465 CTD obi (10m), 
0,.Alkl pH. 
chl,ou1,trace metals 




042 08.0'2 :Z9"23.0 14°14.0 15.15 3390 001 1000 CTD SIS {800,60(), 
400,200, 100,75,50, 
25m). Aile/ pH, 




STA'l'lON DATE POS.rJ'JON TIME DEPTH PROFll..£ PROl''ILE INSTRUMENTS NO. (OTC) corr. NO. DEPTH PARAMl IT£RS 
1996 m (0 N\ ).. (•\V) stn:rt (m) (m) 
16.27 002 465 CID nbl ,(100,50, 
25, J()w), Alld pfl. 
chi, nu~ tmce 
043 08.02. 29"10.0 13•52.o 19.00 
melals. nro1ists 
1440 001 1000 CTD SIS (1000, 
800,600,400,300. 
200.150, 125, 100, 
75,S0,25m), Alk/ 
pH, chi, nu~ tr.tee 
mClals 
20.20 002 465 CTD obi, (100. 
75,50, 25, IOm), 




1000 CID SIS (1000, 
800,600,400, 2()(), 
100,75,50,25,JOm) 
044 09.02 28"23.0 14'30.0 06.05 
POC.HPLC 
2100 001 1000 CTD SIS (1000, 
80(),600,400,300, 
200, 150, 125,100, 
75,50.2.Sm). 0,. 
alk/ pH, Chi, nu~ 
1tace metals 
07.15 002 465 CID nbl. (100, 
I 75,50, 25. IOm), 
0,.alkl pH, dll, 
nu~ irace melals, 
08.25 003 
prollsu 





045 09.02 27°54.0 14°53.0 13.00 1030 001 800 CTD SIS (fOOO, 
800,600,400,300. 
200,150,125,100, 
75m), 0:, alk/ pB, 
chi, nu~ irace 
metals 
14.08 002. 465 CTD nbl . (100. 
75,50, !Om), 
046 09.02 2s•1s.o 15°05.0 17.30 Protists 3000 001 1000 CTD SIS (1000, 
800,600,400,300, 
200, 150.125, 100, 
75,50.25m), 0,, 
aJk/ pH, cbl, nu~ 
irnce meL'lls 
18.46 002 465 CTD nbl , (100, 
75,50, 25, !Om). 
Prolists 
046 09.02 za•1s.o 1s•os.o 19.30 3000 003 200 CTD SIS (200, 150, 
125,100.75.50,15, 
I Om), 0,. aJ.k/ pH. 




ESTOC 1 !J!JS/1996 
STATTON DATE PosmoN TIME DEl'Tli 
NO·. (UTq C()rr, 
1996 (I) c•N'I i(•wi start (m) 
19.55 
047 09.02 28°30.5 14°525 22.20 S460 
047 10.02 28°30.5 14°52.~ 00.07 ' 34QO 
048 10,()'l 28"58.7 15°45.0 08.05 3620 
08.46 







050 10.02 28"50.0 15"20.0 22.30 3610 
23.45 
051 11.02 28"44.0 15945,0 08.05 
. . 
allc- alkalm1ty CFC= cblorofluurocarbons 
flu= nuor=nce He/1:l, = hellum!l'riilwn 
























CTD nbJ (400, 75. 
I.Om), POC 




pH, chi, nu~ llllce 
metals 
ctD nbl , (100, 
7~.50, '25, Jl)m), 
0,. alk/ pH, ch I, 
nu~ nrotists 
Retrieve traps 
cro SIS (200. t50, 
125,100,75,50, 
lOm ), chi, HPLC, 
nrotists 
CFC 





CTD nbl, (125. 
75,50, 25,IOm), 
Alkl pH. chi, nu~ 
isotopes, protlsts 















CTD SIS (1000, 
600.400.300, 200, 
150.125, JOO, 75, 
50m),alk/ pH, chi, 
nul 
CTD SIS (25, I Om} 
alk/ oH, rh1 nut 




pH, chi, nu~HPLC, 
orOl.ists 
POC: particulate organic matter 
2.2.5 'Poseidon" cruise P219 
(A. Spitzy) 
lnf.Toc.lrut.Ca:nario Ci•11c.Mar.11'1 
The ship departed from Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, on 14.05.96 in the morning 
northward towards the ESTOC station. On the way, lhe first station 370 was 
reached at 14.00 hours where CTD/rosette cast was followed by launch of a 
drifting sediment trap. The ship then went on to ESTOC where CTD/rosette cast 
was. d.ooe, followed by further CTD/rosette casts in the vicinity of the trap, which 
was recovered at station 380 on 17.05.96. The trap was relauncbec;I at slation 382 
on 17.05.96. The shiP. then moved away from the trap to station 383 io obtain 
CTD/rosette casts along east-west and north south transects until station 389, 
wQere the trap was recovered on 19.05.96 in the evening. The last CTD/rosettc 
cast was obtained at ESTOC, station 390, on 20.05.96 in the rooming. The ship 
then went back to Las Palmas. with XBT launches on the way al stations 391 
through 396. The ship reached Las Palmas on 20.05.96 in the afternoon, where 
the cruise ended and part of the scientific crew was exchanged for the next 
cruise. 
Table ts. Participants of FS "Poseidon" cruise P 219, 
Name 
Soil7.V, AJeiandro (Cl 
Cianca, Andres {S) 
Henne, Andreas (St) 
Hernandez, Francisco (S) 
Jiinninen, Tom (St) 
Lai!lera Ba2:uer, Luls (Sl 
Lendt. Ralf (St) 
Link, Rudolf m 
Neuer, Susanne (S) 
. Steffen, Sanke (St) 
Institutions: 
JFBMH 
lnsitiwt fiir Biogeocbemie IDld Mcetescbemie 
Uni\'etSilJll flrunburg 
Bundessuas.se 55 
D - 20146 Hnmburg 
IFMK 
htstitut llir Meereslrundc 
Unlversilllt Kiel 
DUstembrooker Weg ;w 
D - 211105 Kiel 
GeoB 
Facbbereicb IUt Growisseuscbafteo 
Universlilll Bremen 
Klagenfutter Simsse 















lnstituto Canario de Ciencias Marinas 
Ditecci6n General de Universidades e lnvestigaci6n 
Coosejerla de de Educaci6n 
8 - 35200 Telde 
Canary Islands, Spain 
ULPGC 
Uoiver.sldad de Las Palmas de G. C3naria 
Edificio de Ciencias Btisicas 
Campus Uoiversltario Tarifa 
E - 35017 Las Pa!mas de Gean Canaria 
Canary Islands, Spain 
FllDctlons: 
C : chief scientist 
S : scientist 
St : student 
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Figure 7. Map showing stations from FS "Poseidon" cruise 219 (leg 1). 
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Table 1(i. Stations sampled, instruments used and parameters measured during FS 
"Poseidon" cruise P219. 
STATION DATE POSITION TIME (Ul'C) DEl'TH PROl'ILE 
NO. corr. NO. 
1996 • !'f1 h ,. , start sto (m} 
370 14.05. 28'4!,. I LS0 2S.o 13:04 13:34 3600 001 
tra s 
371 14,05· 29°46.1 1s0 '.l6.1 16:06 16:37 3605 Traps deployment (200,22001) 
29°08.2 15°26.1 17:30 18:00 36()11 002 CTD( I 0/25/SOn 51 I 0011251 L50/200m 
POC. chl 
29'09. l 15°2/iO 19:35 19:43 3604 003 DUution 
e ems 10/30 
3n 15.05. 29°07.7 15"27.0 05:IO 07:55 3606 004 CTD (2110/25/50/ (75/100/200/300/4 
()()1600/800/1000/ 
1100/2500/3000/ 
3660111), 0,. nut, 
chi*. Al, CO,, 
DOC. nu. isoro~ 
"C. "O) 
373 15.05. 29'10.8 15''24.7 11:16 12:09 3603 005 CTD,POC 
374 15.05. 29' ll.9 1.5•25.5 19:33 19:41 3602 006 CTD 
375 16.05. 29•11.s 15°23.4 05:00 07:42 3'600 007 CTD (400/600/8()0 II 000'1 'l 00/ 12()()/ 
13Q0/l 500/2000/ 
2500/3000/3660m) 
O,, uut, Al, CO,, 
DOC flu 
376 16.05. 29• J6.0 1s·23.o 11:47 12:13 3Ci00 MulUnet 440· 300m,300-150m. 
150-SOm. 50-25m, 
25-0m 
377 16.05. 29'17.2 1s•22.o 17:35 18:33 3598 008 CTO (10/25/50/75 /125/150(2()()1300/ 
400/500/SOOm). 
isotopes ("C. 110), 
chi 200m up, waler 
for ITU 
378 17.05. 29°18.1 1s 0 22.o 07:02 08:36 3598 Multinel l'aliurc 
379 17.05 29°19.8 15' 21.l 08:55 09:47 3596 009 cro (311012Mo1 40/50/60n0/S0/90/ , 
100/125/150/ I 7 51 
200/230/250/300/ 
400/500/600rn) 
0 1, nUl, chi*, Al, 
CO,.. DOC. 
nu.POC. chi 
380 17.05. 29'20.0 1s •21.o 11:36 12:01 3 597 Recovery drifting 
u:n 
381 17.05. 29°15.0 15•19.o J3:00 13:30 3597 
382 17.05. 29°15.9 15•1s.1 17:05 19:32 3596 010 CTD (700/800/900 I 1 OOO/ I t.00/ 1200/ 
13{)()/1400/1500/ 
2000/2500/3000/ 
3650), o,_, nu~ 
chi•, Al, CO,. 
DOC, Ou. POC 
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STAUON DATE POSITION TIM:E(UTC) DEPTH l'ROFll.E 1NSTRUMENTS 
NO. corr. NO. PARAMETERS 
1996 CD (•N) t(•W\ start stop (m} 
383 18.05. 30• 10.o 14•00.o 05:03 07:15 3012 OJI CTD (3/10/25/50/ 
75/ 1 {)()/! 50/2()()/ 
300/400/600/800/ 
1000/ I L00/ 1200/ 
1300/1500/200() 
ns00/3o50m) 
01, nut, chl•, Al, 
CO,, DOC. Ou, 
trap deployed at 
200. 220m 





3084m), 0,, nut, 
chi*, Al , CO,, 
DOC.Ou, POC 




I ZOO/ I 30011500/ 
200012500/3238m) 
02. nut, chi*, Al, 
Im.. DOC. Ou 





0,, nut, chi•, Al, 
CO, , DOC, flu 





3535m}, 02, DUI, 
chi ", Al, CO, , 
DOC. Ou,POC 
388 19.05. 29'30.0 15'34-9 14'15 17 .;!1 3604 016 CID 
(3110/25/50/75/100 
/200/300/400/600/ 
800/ 100/ 11 00/ 
1200/1300/ I 5001 
2000/3000/3660m) 
0,, DUI, chi•, Al, 
CO. , DOC, flu 
3&9 19.05. 29'23.0 15'15.l 19:22 20:26 :1'589 017 CTD 






0,, out, chi•, Al, 




chi*: only subset of sampling depths given in lablc sampled 
nut= NulricnlS DOC= Dissolved organic c.'ltbon 
Al = dissolved Aluminum POC = l'llrticulate organic carbon 
Ou = Dissolved Auorescencc chi = Chlorophyll 
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3 SAMPLING PROCEDURES AND ANALYTICAL METHODS 
In this chapter the procedures and methodologies which were applied during the 
monthly sampling on BO "Taliarte" are described; when the sampling was made 
on other vessels (FS "Victor Hensen" and PS "Poseidon"), the procedures and 
instrumentation used are given in the corresponding sections. 
3.1 CTD 
(.T. Rcppin) 
During 1995 and 1996, a self-contained SIS CJD with sampling to a maximum 
depth of lOOOm was used on BO 'Taliane''. Neil-Brown CTD-02 instruments 
were used onboard the German ships. Comments on the procedures can be found 
in the ESTOC Data Report 94 (LLINAS Irr AL., 1997). 
3.2ADCP 
(J. R eppin) 
3 .. 2.1 Vessel-mounted ADCP 
No vessel mounted ADCP data were obt.uned during the reporting period. 
3.2.2 Lowered ADCP 
The LADCP data (PS ''Poseidon" cruise 212) were processed following the 
procedures of FISCHER & VISBECK (1993). The instrument was pressure resistant 
only down to 3000m. Due to problems wiUt the OPS data acquisition the profiles 
could not be corrected for shipdrift. The profiles were therefore referenced lo 
their mean to get relative profiles. 
3.3 Discrete Water Column Measurements 
(M.J. Rueda, A. Cianca1 R. Santana, M. Gonzalez-DaVJla, S. Neuer, E. 
Delgado, J. Godoy, C. Rodriguez, M. Santana-Casiano, J. Hernandez-Brito, 
M.D. Gclado-CabaUero; F. L6pez-Laau.en, C. Moos, M. Segl) 
3.3.1 Cast Order 
The cast order of the monthly station work was as follows: 
Cast 1: 
Deep s.unpling 1: from 600 to 3000 m, taking samples at the 600, 800, 1000, 
1100, 1200, 1300, 1500, 2000, 2500, 2800 and 3000m levels (depending on the 
available lengdt of wire on the winch). 
Cast 2: 
Surface sampling II: from Oto 400m, talcing samples at die 0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 
150, 200, 300 and 400m levels. 
Cast 3: 
Chlorophyll sampling Ill: duplicates from O to 200m were taken. to have the 
volume of water necessary to obtain a sign1ficant filtered sample; the sampling 
was done at the O. 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200m levels. 
ES1'0L' 19JJSJ 1JJ96 
Owjng the sampling of type I and Il samples for oxygen, metals, carbon dioxide, 
isotopes, salinity and nutrients were taken. In tlie sampling of type m only 
cWorophyU was measured. 
3,3,2 Water Sampling 
SM1ples were collected m\.rl).ecliately after the bottles aarived on board. The 
snmpling sequence was as follows: 
1. 01tygen (duplicated at each level) was filled at once, then was kept for further 
analysis at the laboratory. 
2. Metal samples were collected and frozen at -20°C inside a plastic container. 
3. Nutrients {triplicate sampling): Nutrient samples were frozen immediately at 
-20°c. 
4. pH and alkalinity samples were fixed and kept in boxes at room temperature 
for the analysis ashore. 
5. Isotope samples were fixed and stored at 4°C for the analysis ashore. 
6. Salinity (duplicate sampling): Salinity samples were kept in boxes to protect 
them from light. 
7. Pigments: The pigment samples were filtered and the filters were frozen 
subsequently at-20°C. 
Jn addition,.4 to 6 duplicates were made at variable.depths for quality control. All 
samples were taken using the procedures established in lbe WOCE Operations 
Manuul, WHP Office RepottWHPO 91-1/WOCE Report No,68/91. 
3.3.3 Salinity 
The salinity snmples were taken from 5 1 Niskio bottles at U1e depths 
established in the station protocol. 
Samples were measured with a salinomeler, model Autosal 8400a, whose 
mensurement range was between 0.005 and 42 (psu). with an accuracy of :t0.003 
according to the manufacturer. It was calibrated following the manufacturer's 
information and standarized with IAPSO Standard Seawater. Salinity values were 
calculated as practical salinity units according to UNESCO (1978, 1981, 1984). 
3.3.4 Dissohed Oxygen 
Tbe water samples used to analyse oxygen were gathered from !he Niskio 
bottles placed either on the rossette or on the stainless steel hydrowire .if single 
bottles were used. In both cases, the oxygen samples were tlie first ones to be 
obtained from the bottles, following the customary protocol described in the 
WOCE Operations Manual. BOD bqttles were used, alw~ys in duplicate. Tbe 
srunples were fi~ed immediately for subsequent analysis in the laboratory. 
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From ESTOC 1 :294 onwards, the samples were analysed using the met.hod 
described in the WOCE Report No. 68/91 (CUL.BERSON, 1994); bottles with 125 
ml vohllTle were used and the final titration point was determined using a 
Metrobm 665 Dosimat Oxygen Auto-Titrator Analyser. 
3.3.5 Nutrients 
Nutrients were taken in triplicate in polypropylene bottles whlch had been 
previously cleaned and washed with HCl acid Md were completely dry, 
according to the instructions of the following manuals~ WOCE Operations 
Mnnual, WHP Office Report WHPJ 91.1 .. WOCE Report f\lo.68/91. Samples 
were immediately frozen at -20°C and analysed as soon as possible after arrival 
at the laboratory. Freezing tl1e samples is a common practice. It does not, or only 
in a non-significant way, affect the nitrate+nitrite and the phosphate values (by a 
slight decrease) and is not noticeable in the silicat.e values (KREMLING & 
WENCK,1986; McDONALD & McLUNGHUN, 1982). 
The nutrient determination W:1$ perfonned with a se.gmented continuous-
flow autoanalyzer, a Skalar© San Plus System (TCCM) and a 4-channcl 
Tecbnicon© AA 11 Auto Analyzer (IBO). 
Nitrate+Nitrite: The automated procedure for the determination of nitrate an.cl 
nitrite is based on the cadmium ,:eduction method; the sample is passed through a 
column containing granulated copper-cadmium to ,:educe the nitrate to nitrite 
(WOOD ET AL.,1967). using ammonium chloride as pH controller and complexer 
of the cadmium cations formed (SlRICKLAND & PARSONS, 1972). The optin1al 
column preparation conditions are described by NYDAHL (1976) and GARSIDE 
(1993). 
Phosphate: Orthophosphate concentration is understood as the concentration of 
reactive phosphate (RILEY & SKJRPOW,1975) or according to KOROLEJ'F (1983a) 
as dissolved inorganic phosphate. The arrtomated p.rocedure for the determination 
of phosphate is based on the following reaction: ammonium molybdate and 
potassium antimony tartrate react in an acidic medium with the diluted solution 
of phosphate to form an antimony-phospho-molybdate complex. This complex is 
reduced to an intensely blue-coloured complex, ascotbic acid. The complell is 
measured at 880nm. The basic methodology for this anion determination is given 
by MURPHY & RU.Ev (1962); the used methodology is the one adapted by 
STIUCKLAND & P ARSONS (1972). 
Silicate: The determination of the soluble silicon compounds in natural waters is 
based on the formation of the yellow-coloured silicomolybdic acid; the sample is 
acidi,fied and mix.ed with an ammonium molybdate solution forming 
molybdosilicic acid. 'Thls aoid is reduced wid1 ascorbic acid to a blue dye, which 
is measured at 810om, Oxalic acid is added to avoid phosphate interference. The 




This parameter became part of the regular sampling of the ESTOC station 
from ESTOC 09.94 onwards; the investigators respoosibJe for taki.ng these 
measuremertts are members of the Chemistry Department of the ULPGC. The 
sampling i.s cnaied out with the Niskin bottles, being the second samples taken in 
the collection order; the samples are kept in polypropylen bottles previously 
cleaned, washed with HCI, dried, and wrapped in plastic bags (each bottle 
individnaJly) to avoid any contact with other ship materials. The samples are 
taken with gloves and each bottle is rinsed at least three filnes witl1 water from 
the respective level, being subsequently frozen at-20°C before being transferred 
to the laboratory, where they are analysed following the methodology developped 
by 8.ERNANDEZ•BRITOEfAL. (1994a). 
The method is based on the complexation of aJwninwn with 1,2-
dihydroxyan· tlll'aquinone-3-sulphonic acid ())ASA) and measurement of the 
reduction current of this complex: using high speed cathodic stripping voltametry 
(HSCSV). Samples were prepared in Teflon cups of a polarographic cell, 
containing 10 ml of water, 2xl0-6 M DASA and 0.01 M BES. The adsorption 
potential (--0.9 V/Ag/AgCI) was applled to the working electrode, while the 
solution was stirred. After 40s accumulation time, the stin:ing was stopped and Ss 
were allowed for the solution to become quiescent. The scanning was started at 
-0.9 V and renninated at -1.4 V. The scanning is made using staircase 
modulation with a scan rate of 30 Vis and a pulse height ofS mV. The DASA-AI 
peak appears at ca. -1.25 V. A standard addition procedure is used to quantify the 
aluminium concentration of the sample. 
The electrochemical system used has been designed to measure the 
instantaneous currents at short ti.mes with a low noise level (HF.RNANDEZ-BR1TO 
ET AL., 1994b). Thus, the analytical time required for each sample is substantially 
reduced. A PAR--303A electrochemical cell with hanging mercury drop electrQde 
(HMDE) was connected to a locally produced computer-controlled potentiostat. 
The detection limit was 1.7 nM for 40s adsorption time. It was calculated 
as 3 times the standard deviation of seven repeated determinations. The standard 
deviation was less than 3_% for a 19 nM Al concentration. 
3.3.7 pH 
pH detennination is carried out at 25°C by using the potentiometric technique 
in theiotal scale. The electrodes used to measure the emf of !he sample consisted of a 
ROSS glass pH electrode and an Orion double junction Ag)AgCI reference electrode, 
connected to an Orion 720A pH meter. The electrodes are calibnjted by using 
tris/HCI buffer in a synthetic sea water with salinity 35. Before a pH cell is used to 
measure j;>H , it is tested tp ensure that it is perlonning properly, i.e., that it bas an 
ideal Nemst res_ponse. After bringing the tris buffer and the seawater samples to be 
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easured to 25°C, the EMF of the pH cell is measured, first in the nis buffer and 
en in the seawater snmple. The pH of th.e unkno'\Vl1 seawater samples was 
lermined according to standard operation procedures (SOP 6, DOE 1994) . 
. 3.8 Alkalinity 
he determination of alkalinity by closed cell titration is performed with two 
lleparate potentiometric systems in parallel. The titration systems consist of a 
litrator type Titrino 702SM (Metrohm, H erisau, Switzerland) and a Titrino 719S, 
respectively, both interfaced to personal computers. The electrodes used lo 
measure I.be electromotoric force (EMF) of the sample were a ROSS glass pH 
oleclrode and a double junction silver/silverchloride reference eleclrode (Orion 
Research Inc., Boston. Massachusel1s, USA). All measurements were made in 
them1oslated plastic cells- provided by Fnmk J. Millero (Rosenstiel School of 
Atmospheric and Marine Science, Miami, Florida, USA). Both the acid in a 
water-jacketed burette and the seawater sample in a water-jacketed cell are 
maintained at 25°C using a constant temperature bath, The titration is performed 
by adding HCI to the seawater past the c1U'bonic acid end poinL A computer 
program is used to run the titration, record die vo)UI11e of the acid added and the 
EMF readings of the electrodes. T11e software stores the EMF value after 
readings become st.abl.e (±0.07 mV for 5 measurements in 10 seconds) and ·adds 
enough acid to change the voltage by a preset increment (here: 13 mV) in order 
to get sufficient points in the range of rapid EMF increase near Uae endPQint. A 
full titration (22 points) takes about 12 minutes, and using 'two systems up 10 
eight samples can be measured per hour. 
The HCl solution (25 L, 0.25 M) is made from concentrated analytical grade HCl 
(Merck, Darmstadt, Gennany) in 0.45 M NaCl, in order to yield an ionic strength 
sunilar to open ocean seawater. The acid is standardized by titrating weighed 
amounts of Na2C0 3 dissolved in. 0.7 M NaCl solutions. The acid factor was also 
detennined by coulometry at RSMAS (F. J. MiUero). The- results for the acid 
factor of boili methods agree within ±-0.0001. 
The volume of the cells used at sea is determined in ilie laboratory by weighing 
the cell fill!Ul with degassed high purity deionized water. The density of water at 
the temperature of iliemeasurements is calculated from the international equation 
of stale of seawater (MILLERO & POISSON, 1981). 
The total alkalinity of se11water is evaluated from the proton b;llance at the 
alkalinity equivalence point, p}kqu;, = 4.5., according to the exact definition of 
total alkalinity (DICKSON & WHITFIELD, l 981). A FORTRAN computer prograrn 
(provided by F.J. Millero) is used to calculate the carbonate parameters (pH • .,,. 
E*, AT, CT and pK1*) (MILLERO Er AL., 1993). The computer program asswnes 
that the effects of nutrients such as phosphate, silicate and ·ammonia are 
negligible. The precision of die fit (s·value) is better than 0.4 µmol 0kg"1 for the 
srunple-s analyzed. 
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3.4 Drifting particle collectors 
(S. Neuer) 
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The drifting particle collector design is presented in Figure 8. and the 
deployment information is gjven in Table 17. 
Table 17. Deployment iofc;mnation on drifting traps al lhe ESTOC ~talion 
(see Figure 8). 
Cruise Deployment interval OepUJ(m) 
POS212 01.10.95 - 03.10.95 160 
03.10.95 - 06.10.95 160 
VH96/1 04.02.96 - 07 .02.96 200,220 
07.02.96 - 10.02.96 200,220 
PQS 219 14.05.96 - 17.05.96 200,220 
17.05.96 - 19.05.96 200,220 
TaJ l0/96 30.10.96 - 01.11.96 200 
In addition to the drifting trap GeoB 1 a new, smaller design was tested. It 
consisted o( four cylinders, 480 mm in length that had four smaller 
cylinders inserted into them (GeoB 2, Figure 8). By this way the same 
aspect ratio as in the first model, GeoB 1, could be maintained at a smaller 
overall size. This design is the one currently in use at ESTOC. The four 
cylinders also each carried 200 mm long baffles. 
Particles were collecr.ed with 250ml sample bottles srewed into the collection 
furu)els below the cylinders. The sample bottles were filled with a density 
gradient solution made up with Suprapur NaCl (final salinity of about 40 PSU) 
and fonnalin (final concentration 2%). The deployment lime ranged from two to 
four days. 
Before the analysis of the samples in the laboratory, zqoplankton swimmers that 
had entered the traps actively were removed using a binocular. The samples then 
were dried and analysed in a HERAEUS CHN analyser after acidification with a 
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Figure 8. Design and array of the surface tethered particle trap used during "Poseidon" 
2.12 (A), "V1ctor Hensen" 96/l(B), "Poseidon" 219(B) and Taliarte 10/96 (C). 
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ADCP velocity data were sampled at J7m vertical and one bou:r temporal 
llttion. For the presentation the horizontal velocities were interpolated to the 
iant depth levels of 50, 100 and 150m depth. They were 40..bour 10,,.,·pass 
cd lo remove tides and were tl1en snbsampled to obtain daily values. 
:.2 Aanderna Current Meter 
Rcppin) 
Aandera current meter data were sampled as 2-hour mean velocities. For U1e 
scntation they were 40-hour low-pass filtered to remove tides ru1d were then 
sampled lo obtain daily values. 
~.3 Sediment Traps 
, Neuer) 
'cle flux is detem1ined at the ESTOC Station using 20 cup particle traps- of 
Kiel type (AQUATEC. sampling area 0.5 n/) in six mooring deployments 
11.11 varying length and sampling intervals (CI J-6, Table 1). The sampling cups 
· the particle traps were poisoned prior and after deploynienl with mercury 
loride in a 40 psu density gradient (Suprapur NaCl}. The > Imm fraction was 
Lforther analysed and mainly contained pteropod shells, insignificant amounts 
f ·amorphous aggreg!ltes and occasionally fish rests. Samples were omitted if 
uring sample preparation fish remains were dete.cted. The< Imm s.ize-fraction 
was analysed according to FlsRER& WEFER (1991). 
J.6 Remote Sensing 
(J. Perex-Marrero) 
3.6.1 Methodo]ogy 
During the time of the last BSTOC data report only A VHRR data were 
avaliable. New passive sensors suitable for oceanographic stuclies have become 
nvalaible to the scientific community and have been added to the ESTOC Lime 
series studies. Among them, the Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) on 
board the ERS satelli te .series. Marine Optical Sensor (MOS) on the IRS platform 
and SeaWIPS (Sea Wide Field of view Sensor) on board the. SeaStar. These new 
data allow a more detailed monitoring of the upper layer of the ocean, given that 
they include a new scanning design for infrared mensurements in the case of 
ATSR. as well as a considerable amo1mt of new information at visible 
wavelengths (MOS and Sea WIFS}. Furlbennore, tl1ere has been a considerable 
improvement in temporal coverage due to tbe increasing number of plalfoaus., 
wbich facilitates studies of higher frequency processes. Table 18 gives the main 
cha.mcteristics of the sensors used. 
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Table 18. Satellite sensor properties. AO'f stands for Aerosol Optical Thlcknes.s, SST is 
Sea Surface Temperature and CPC is Chlorophyll-like Pigment ConcentraliOJI, 
Sensor Wavelength Spatial Resolution Swath Width 
Parameters 
(µm) (km) (km) 
AVHRR 0.67, 0.86, 3.7, 10.8, 1,11( 1.1 2750 AOT, SST 
12.0 
ATSR 1.6, 3,7, 11.0, 12.0 1.01.l.O 
1.5 x 2.0 
512 AOT, SST 
MOS 0.41. 0.44, 0.52, 056, 0.5 x 0.5 250 
AOT, CPC 
0.62, 0.65, 0.68, 0.75. 
0.81, 0.87, 0.94. J.0 
SeaWlFS 0.41, 0,44, 0.49, 0.51, 
0.55, 0.67, 0.16., 0.86 
1.1 Jt 1.1 2500 . AOT, CPC 
3.6.2 Acquisition 
Cruises ip1d high resolution satellite data: In accordance with the soheduled 
campa1gns, satellite data were provided by CREPAD (Cenlro de Recepcion 
Proceso Archive y D istribuci6n de Datos de Observaci6n de la Tierra) in 
Maspalomas. Gran Canaria, where high resolution data from the available 
overpasses of AVHRR, MOS and SeaWlFS, are stored. Data of ATSR were 
obtained from the Rutherford Appelton Laboratory (R.AL) through the ESA 
establishment at Esrin in l taly. 
Regular Observations: In addition to the above mentioned hlgb resolution raw 
data, a complete data set of monthly averaged Sea Surface Temperature (SST) 
and Chlorophyll-like Pigment Conceotration (CPC) obtained from satellites 
was used to characterize long-term oceanographic patterns of the region. 
These data were updated. regularly with input from the Physical Oceanography 
Distributed Active Archive. of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, 
California. 
3.6.3 Data Processing 
Raw satellite data in digital counts were transformed into geophysical parameters 
(radiances. reflectances and brightness temperatures) oocording to state of the art 
models. From these, SST, CPC, AOT and ancillary infonnation (son-satellite 
geometry, cloud coverage, etc.) were derived using a set of routines developed at 
ICCM. Thus, all the geophysical parameters and ancillary information were 
]qi.own for every pixel in the data sets. 
C9mplete atmospheric correction and cloud rejection was performed on each 
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scene using different models in order to allow the selection of the most suitable 
one for a given situation. Satellite information was merged with the 
corresponding conventional oceanographic data. Every sampling point in the 
ocean was located on the images (geolocation accuracy is always better than 1 
pixel for high resolution imagery) and taken as the centre of a study window, 
which was tested first for homogeneity and Gaussian behaviour and was then 




4.1 R~ar Station Observations 
4.1.l Monthly Observations 
4.1.1.1 CJtemicaJ and Biological Parameters 
(M.J . Rueda, R Santana, M. Villagarcla) 
The results from the first years ef regular station obseJ:Vations at ESTOC provide 
an estimate to the variability scales which arc typical for this station and al.so 
give a first indication of Lhe questions that may be answered with the use of these 
da1a. 
In Figure 10 we show time series of temperature, salinity, oxygen c1;mccntration 
and chlorophyll in the surface layer down Lo about 200m where a regular 
seasonal signal is recogTiized. but deviations from the periodic behaviour are 
seen. 
ll should be remembered Uiat the sampling frequency is often limited by logistic 
requirements, This can introduce errors. Thus, it can .be that the 1995 chlorophyll 
maximum is really of the order it was recorded. but it could also be that the 
limited sampling could have prevented to record possible higher maximum 
values. In the other hand, the thermohaline structure appearing in 0<:tober 1995 
can point to a significative interannual variation or a high frequency phenomenon 
possibly sampled by chance during that year. 
The salinity, oxygen and silicate concentrations for the full depth are plotted in 
Figure 11. In the range between 700 and 1500m depth salinity maxima and 
minima occur in an irregular pattern. the resulting sawtooth-shaped structure of 
the isoline variations indicate the merging of Antarctic Intermediate Waoor and 
Medi~-rranean Water in the Canary region. The layers above and below this 
range. i.e. between 200 and 700m and between 1500 and 2500m liave less 
variabiliLy. They correspond to the North Allantic Central Water and North 
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.Figure 9. Variation of the monthly parameters taken al ESTOC from 1994 Lo 1996 
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4.1.1.2 C02 System (M. Gonzalez-Davila, M. Santana-Casiano) 
From October 95 to December 96, the Total Alkalinity AT (µmol/k.g) and pH 
(mol/kg seawater) in the total sca,Ie at 25°C were determined on board BO 
''Taliarte" and FS "Poseidon" 212/3 (October 1995), FS "Poseidon'' 219 (May, 
1996) nnd FS ''Victo;r Hensen" 96 (February 1996). Values of AT (Figure 12) and 
fC0
2 
(Figure 13) computed frolJl the data of pH ;llld AT and temperature/salinity 
data are presented here. 
The distribution of A,. has the highest val\.uis in the surface waters (2412.1 ± 5.5 
µmo! kg'1) with -a surface distribution similar to that of salinity. A minimum 
surface value of alkalinity in March96 -corresponded to a minimum of salinity, to 
the lowest sea surface temperatures, the highest values of pH, and the lowest 
values of fC02• The pH and total alknlinily valu~s exhibit a sharp decrease with 
depth to approximately 800-1000 m, coincfdent with a minimum in 0 2 and 11 
maximum in fC02. The strong gradients in the NACW are also seen in the 
temperature and nutrient distributions. A more pronounced minimum between 
November 95 (llld March 96 seems to be related to the minimum associated with 
the Antaretic Intermediate Water (AAIW). Between 1000-1550 m (he slight 
maximum in Total Alkalinity and pl-f is tl1e signature of Mediterranean Water 
(MW). The water below 1'500 m shows increasing values of alkalinity towards 
the bottom due to lhe dissolution .of calcium carbonate. 
We computed the values of fCCh at ESTOC duiing October 95 to December 96 
using the pH,25°C and AT, They are presented in Figure 13. The vertical straight 
line represents an average atmospheric value of 357 µatm from values 
deteonlned during cruises in 1997 and l 998. The insert figure represents the 
values of fC02 in the last 100 meters for each month which was sampled. It can 
be concluded that the area is acting as a source of C02 from July to November, 
while from January to ]vfay the system is gaining COi from the atmosphere and 
acting as a sink. In June and December 1996 the system was almost in 
equilibrium. 
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Figure 11. Tollll alkalinicy on ESTOC station measured from BO '"Taliarte", PS 
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Figure 12. Fugacity of C02 on ESTOC station measured from BO "faliarte", FS 
''Poseidon" P212/3 and 1>219 and FS ''Victor Rensen" VH-96. 
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4.1.2 Drifting Particle Collector Studies 
(S. Neuer) 
/1if.Ttc. lns1. Co,wrio Cimc.Mar.n'1 
During FS "Poseidon" cruise 212 in 1995, the particle traps were deployed twice for 
three days. Total flux amounted to 32 and 39 mgm·2d·1, with POC contributing 
about 10% (Figure 33). 
During the three deployment periods in 1996 (Figure 33), total particle flux varied 
greatly with m;iximum values obtained in Febrnary and smallest in October. POC 
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Figure 13. Flux rates obtained with drifting traps in 200 m depth during llte deployment 
periods on FS "Poseidon" 212 (October 95), FS ''Victor Hensen" 96/l(February 96), FS 




4.1.3.1 Current Meter Moorings 
(G. Siedler) 
'fbe vector plot of the time series of direct current measuren\ents during two 
consecutive periods is presented in Figure 14. As fow1d elsewhere in the region 
before. llic mean flow component is much smaller thnn the variable components. 
The strongest events have typical time scales of 2-3 months. Usually the 
directions of currents are similar from surface to bottom in these events, 
u1dicating considerable barotropic components. The two strong-current events in 
February 1995 and in January 1996, with maximal current velocities at l200m 
depth. i.e. at Mediterranean Water levels. correspond well to the salinity maxima 
in that depth range in Figi1re 11 and thus indicate the occurrence of Meddies 
during these periods. 
ESTOC curren1meier mooring 
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4.1.3.2 Sediment Trap Moorings 
(S. Neuer) 
lnfToc. lnxLCnnnrio ae11c.Mar,n 7 
Particle flax was highly seasonal, witl1 the largest amount of particles collected at 
the end of February/beginning of March. In addition, smaller peaks occurred 
during summer and fall. Particle sedimentation was always higher in the lkm 
traps compared to the 3 km traps, but sedimentation peaks occurred mostly 
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Figure 15. Tota.I particle flux at ESTOC detennined with particle traps at 1 km (thin line) 
and 3 km depth (thick line). 
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4.1.4 XBT Sections 
(E. Perez-Martell, A. Cianca) 
The complementary XBT observational program was de!;cribed .in seclion 2.1.3 
(sec Pigw·e 3). In Figure 16 we present the example of a temperature section 
between ESTOC and Gran Canaria (below) and tl1e corresponding vertical 
temperature profile at ESTOC taken in July 96 (above left). The T/S diagram 
from the corresponding ESTOC CTD measurement (above right) indicates a 
strong Medite1ranean Water maximum which is also apparent through the 
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lrigure 16. Section of XBT temperatures between ESTOC aad Gran Canaria in 07/96 
(below, la-unching #l=ESTOC, #6::samplcd point nearest to Gl'IIII Canaria), 
corresponding verticnl temperature profile (above Jell) and tempernture/salinity diagralJJ 
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Figure 17. Di~uibULions o(>..'BT temperatures al the seasonal SST minimum for ESTOC 03/96 for the sections bee ween Tenerife and Gran 












ln Figure J 7 we show two examples which correspond to the seasonal minimum 
of SST in each of the two sections, with the meridional change of about 1 •c 
present in lhe surface waters of the section between ESTOC and Gran Canaria 
(righL Al depths between 800 and lOOOm we again encounter signals in the 
isothean distnoutions which are related to the presence of AAIW. 
4.1.S Remote Sensing 
(J. Perez-Marrero, O. L linas) 
According to the time window given by the "Poseidon" P212 cruise in 
September/October 1995 a search was made for AVHRR and ATSR images in 
lhe ESA archives. Figure 19 shows the A VHRR image corresponding to the 
noon overpass of NOAA-14 on 26 September 1995, overplotting the positions of 
Ute 86 CTD sta.tions made during the cruise. This scene was atmospherically 
corrected data using the STRONG & MCCLAIN (1984) algorithm that showed the 
best agreement with both in situ surface temperatures and with SST derived 
from ATSR (algoritlun from ZADOVY et al., 1995). 
During this campaign there were images avaliablc from 26 to 28 of September 
1995. While stations 42 to 55 were sampled, litUe amount of cloud 
contamination was found and therefore 13 usable pairs of satellite and in situ data 
sets were obtitir1ed within a time period of 24 hours. Correlation analysis was 
perfom1ed between satellite derived SST and temperature obtained by the CTD at 
depths ranging from O to 10 meters. The results in the form of linear correlation 
coefficient profiles are given in Figure 18. Good tine.arity between both 
methodologies was founl even for time lags of the order of 48 hours for the 
deplh range from O lo 4m, however, at larger depths linearity decreases sharply 
with depth; the minimun of the mean difference (0.21 ±0.2°C) is located at 4.m. 
,... •.J• , ,.o .... ... ,.., 











Fib'W'e 18. Linear correlation coefficient depth profile of satellite SST and CTD 
temperatures. Dots rc$U1L .from time differences between measurements up to 24 hours; 
triangles from up to 48 hours. 
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F igure 19. NOAA-14 MCSST image for 26lh of September 1995, co.lor-coded each 
0.5"C in Mercator projection with a spatial resolution of aprox. 2 km_ The crosses 
represent the bydrographic stations made during FS ~Poseidon" 2 12/3 cruise. 












F igure 20. Horizontal temperature distributions at Om and !Om; both samples taken in 
situ during cruise P212. 
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1n Figure 20, the horizontal temperature distributions as seen by the vessel 
(vessel synoptic scale) al O and lOm deptru; are presented. The pattern found in 
the sU1face temperature distributions is very well coqelated with the satellite 
SST image shown, nevertheless, features al lOm are quite homogeneous with t.he 
exception of the upwelling plume at the west side of Lanzarote and Fuen.evenlura 
Islands. 
4.2 Related Process Studies 
4.2.1 ''Victor Hensen'' C ruise VH 95 
Nutrient and chlorophyll "a" profiles from that cruise are shown in Figures B 1-1 
to B 1-4 of tl1e Appendix B L 
4.2.2 "P~eidon" Cruise P212 
4.2.2.1 Chemical and Biological Distributions 
(0 . LUnas, M .J . Rueda) 
In Figures 21 to 26 we present physical, chemical and biological. properties on 
three sections obtained during FS "Poseidon" cruise P212 for full depth and for 
the upper 200m. The water mass characteristics observed during cruise 
"Poseidon" 212 can be considere-d typical for the beginning of autumn: high 
temperatures at tJ1e surface and a well-developed lhennocline, apparent in 
Figures 22a, 24a and 26a. The section& also show the presence of slightly colder 
and less saline waters near the coast as a consequence of the Canary Current 
transpo1t. The nuliient concentrations in Figures 22, 24 and 26 (c and d) show an 
increase in the nitrate+nitrite and in silicate concentrations. with patterns 
corresponding to the tl1ermohaline variations. 
The silicate concentrations have a complex patte.m, with relatively high values 
near the surface and a subsurface gradient to a variable layer wiU1 relative 
minima; this supports t11e hypotltesis of an atmospheric input as a consequenc.e 
of the eolian transport from the African coast. 
The chlorophyll concentrations in .Figures 22, 24 and 26 (J) have absolute 
maxima just below the thermocline, but relative maxima occur also closer to the 
surface, probably as a consequence of the complex distribution of the organisms 
in the upper layers. The oxygen distributions are coherent with the chlorophyll 
distributions. 
At greater depths, a complex structure is found in the range corresponding to lhe 
intennediate Witters, approximately between 800 and 1500m, as can be. seen in 
Fjgures 21, 23 and 25. The Mediterranean Water (MW) can be identified there in 
the northwest comer of the sampled polygon as shown by the values of stations 
851, 854 and 855. Salinity values are higher than 35.5 and the concentration 
values of nitrites+ nitrates are relatively low; other stations have lower salinity 
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and oxygen and slightly higher nutrients concentrations (nitrates+nitrites, 
phosphate and silicate) due to the influence of the AAIW which lras a larger 
nutrient concentration than the MW. 
4.2.2.2 Tempei:~turc/Salinity distributions 
(J. Reppin) 
The CfD/NBl used for the basic observations carried a fluorescence sensor and 
an ADCP which both bad a depth limit of 3000 m. The CTD casts were lherefore 
done to a maximum depth of 3000 m where bottom depth allowed, except for 
those cases where shallower depths were requiied for specific experiments. The 
profiles usually covered the range of surface water, Centr.µ Water, Intermediate 
Water, and lhe Upper and Middle North Atlantic Deep Water including a major 
contribution from the Mediwrranean. Large regional differences occurred 
particularly at the. Mediterranean Water level, and in two cases high salinities 
indicated the existence of Mediterranean Water lenses (MEDDYs). 
Changes in the structure of the profiles at the ESTOC position are most 
noticeable in the upper part of the Central Water, and the investigation of the 
cause for these variations are an import.anL part of the future analysis . 
Thermobalinc staircases were quite common ihroughout the area and existed 
more frequently than had been expected, thus suggesting an important role of 
double diffusive mixing in the central and the upper deep waters. 
The station pattern had been desigaed to allow for an analysis of several closed 
box.es. This will facilitate the study of property gradients and budgets in lhe area 
near the ESTOC position and in the neig)lbouihood. The three sections east of 
Lanzarote will provide a good estimate of the Canary Cw:ent strucrure and 
transports in that area. The CTD measurements doae by the IFM group provide, 
together with the water sampling performed jointly by the German and Spanish 
groups, the basic data set for all participating groups. 
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Figure 21. DislribuLion of the ihdicmed parameLe:rs from surface to bouom taken along· 
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Figure 22. Distribution of !he indicated parameters from surface to 200111 taken along 
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Figure 23. Disbibulion of the indicmed parameters from surface to bottom taken alnng 
I.he P2l2/3 section from ESTOC to tbe northern tip ofTl!nerifo (station859) and from 
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Figure 24. Disqibution of the indioated parameters from surface to 200m taken along 
the P212/3 section from ESTOC to !h.e northern tip ofTenerifc (station 859) and from 
there to Gran Canaria (stations 854-862). 
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Figure 25. Distribution nf the indicated parameters from surface lo bottom taken along 
the P212/3 $eclfon nlong tho- western slope of Lanzntote and Puertcventur~ anti In Gran 
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Fjgure 26. Distribution of fue indicated parameters from surface to 2.00m taken along 
the P211J3 section along the western slope ofLanuuote and Fuertevenlura and to Gran 





4.2.2.3 CO, System 
(M. Gonz:ilez-D:ivila, lvL San tana-Casiano) 
During the cruise ''Poseidon" 212/3 (30.09,95 - 08.10.95) a determination of 
carbon system variables was performed along a seclion between La Palma and 
the north of Lanzarote (L-i Graciosa), visiting the ESTOC station three times. 
On.e of the main objectives of this cruise was to study the carbon cycle for the 
_firsl time in this area and to evaluate the potential of this area for removing 
anthropogenic carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Total alkalinity and pH in 
Ute total scale at 25°C were aetermined on 24 stations from surface to bottom. 
Values of total dissolved inorganic carbon (Cr) and the fugacit.y of carbon 
dioxide were computed by using thermodynamic relations and the Roy et al . 
(1993) constant We show here fhe variable distribution observed in the carbon 
system in the section from La Palma (station 870) to La Graoiosa (station 846). 
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Figure 27. Alkalinily distribution from the 16 stations where sampling took 
place along P2 l 2/3. 
Figure 27 displays lite variability of alkalinity along the 16 stations analysed. The 
distribution has a pattern which is well related to the salinity distributi.on. The 
presence of North Atlantic Central Water (NACW) between 100 and 800 m is 
indicated by n strong gradient of alkalinity and pHT which corresponds 10 the 
temperature and nutrient distributi.ons. In the intennediate water from 800 to 
1500 m botb the influence of Mediterranean Water (MW) and Antarctic 
Intermediate Water (AAIW) are clearly observed. The minimum of salinity in the 
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AAIW corresponds to a layer of minimum pH, minimum alkalinity (Figure 27) 
and maximum fC02 (Figure 28) between the stations 864-866 and indicates the 
inflow of AAJ.W through the strait between Gran Canaria and Fueneveotura. 
This maximum of fugacity is also observed at station 846 (La Graciosa). The 
Mediterranean Water with a salinity maximum at about 1200 mis related to high 
values of alkalinity and total dissolved inorganic carbon. At station 871 a strong 
salinity maximum denotes the presence of a Meddy which is also recognized by a 
rnax-imum of pH and a strong increase of alkalinity. The stuface values of the 
compuc.ed fC02 during this time of the year are evidence for the fact that this area 
is acting as a source of C02. Assuming an am1ospheric mean value of fC01 of 
360 µatrn and with srnface values between 385 to 398 µatrn, we conclude that 
during this cruise this oceanic area tended to lose COi to the alniospbere. 
rosgrnoN lJlfJ t,A PALM,\-1,A QRACJOSA s&CTIQN (C0'2 (ualrnl fJf Stetsmber·l Qrtobcr tt,s) 
STATIONS 
St ltO ISi 111 1.St ltt l.50 -40t 450 Sii SSO 
Dk1.aaccOt•l 
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Figure 28. Fugacity of C02 distribution along the 16 stations were sampling was 
perfomed during P212/3. 
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4.2.3 "Victor Hensen" Cruise VH 96 
4.2.3.1 Chemical and Biological Parameters 
(O. Llinas, M.J. Rueda) 
The surface conditions encountered during this cruise were characteristic of winter 
conditions with chlorophyll maxima in the surface water always above the 
thermocline while the deep maximum generally found in the area during the rest of 
the year bad disappeared. The nitrate+nitrite and phosphate values were found either 
below or very near the detectinn limit of the applied methodology, but the 
phosphates have values that are systematically coincident with the minimum 
temperatw:e zone of the surface layer_ The silicate structure indicates the eolian 
input (Figure 29c, d and e). 
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Eigure 29 (a,b). Distributions of salinity and temperature during FS "Victor Hensen" crui<le 
VH 96-1 on the zonal section at about 29"N. 
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Since it was only possible to sample down to lOOOm depth during this cruise, Lh.e 
main signal is provided by the salinity minimum centered on the slope and at 800m 
towards the wesL The nitrate+nitrite concentrations have relatively high values 
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Figure 29 (c,d). DistribuLions of phosphates and nitrate+nitrite during FS 
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Figurc29 (e). Distributions of silicates during PS "Victor Bensen" cruise 
VH 96· L on the zonal section at about 29"N. 
4.2.3.2 COi System 
(M. Gonzalez-Davila, M. Santana-Casiano) 
4 
0 
On February 2 to 12, 1996, the carbonate system variables Total Alkalinity (pmol 
lqf 1) and pH (mol/kg seawater) in the total scale at 25°C were determined on board 
FS "Victor Hensen·• in the area between I 6° - 12°W and 28° - 30"N, north of the 
Canary Islands and on the continental slope. lo figure 30, the spatial variability of 
pRt is presented down to l 000 m for the section between station 35 and the station 
ESTOC. The most important feature. is the presence of a minimum o f pH as low ns 
7.65 and minimum of AT of 2325.7 µmol kg·• (ltigh CT to ATrn.tlo) which is typical 
for the presence of Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAJW) nt about 80001 deptl1. 
From nut:Jients, pH and AOU distributions we find AAIW to be the oldest water. As 
we go to ESTOC, the minimum of pH and alkalini ty moves down co about 900m, 
related to the salinity minimum of the North Atlantic Central Water (NACW). 
At this time of the year. with a mean sea surface temperal:ure of 19.2 "C. the 
computed values or fugacity of C02 are 342 ± 5 ~tatm, showing a MC02 = -18 ~Uttm 
(considering an atmospheric fC02 of 360 µatrn). These values indic.ate that during 
this time this pan of the ocean was acting as a sink of C02• The highest values of 
fC02 are observed on the shelf (station 35) where the environmenta.1 condi lions 
during late autumn and early w inter a.re fa,vorable for the absorption of COi by the 
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Figure 30. Spatial vnriabilily of Uic pHl in Lhc section between s1.mion 35 on lbe Moroccan 
continental slope nnd ESTOC. 
4.2.4 ''Poseidon" Cruise P 219 
(O. L linas, A. Spiny) 
During this cruise in the beginning of summer samples were taken along 30"N in the 
inmedinte station sorroundings in order lo tcsl the homogeneity of lhe area north of 
ESTOC. In Figures 31 and 32 we represent the disLnl>utions of several pnrameters 
sampled during tJ1e cruise. It can be seen that the temperature, phosphate and 
nitra.te+nitrite distributions are well correlated. The isoline deviations have, 
horizonlal scales of about IOOJon which are commensurate with eddies. Silicate has 
similar distributions, with increasing concentrations towards greater deptJ1, but also 
has a maximum at the swface, probably due lo Saharan dust inpuL Both proce..sses 
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Figure 31. Temperature, OJCygen and chlorophyll "a" distributions from I.he PS "Poseidon'' 
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Figure 32. Phosphate, nitrai.e+nitrite and silicate distributions from from the PS "Pose.idon" 
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Climate, John Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, 18.-20.03.1997. 
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EUG, Strasbourg, March 1997 
• Neuer, S., 8. Davenport, V. Ratmeyer, G. Fisher. S. Nave, F. Abrantes: 
Importance of lateral advection for the particle flux record at the ESTOC 
lime-series station. 
ICCM, Telde, Gran Canaria, ll,04.1997 
• Neuer, S.: Las grandes nevadas en el mnr (The great snowfall in the ocean). 
Sixth IGOFS workshop Universit.lit Bremen, .04.-05.12.1997 
• D.etennann, S.: Erste Ergebnisse eines hochauflosenden Zirkulationsmodells 
im Bereich der ESTOC-Station (First results from a high resolution 
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• Neuer, S. et al.: Particleflu,t_measw:ements at ESTOC. 
• Neuer, S. et al. : Present status of ESTOC-Observations. 
• Patscb, J. , G. Radach: Ein 1D-Ok.osystemmodeU fur die biologischen und 
chem.ischen Prozesse in den oberen 3000m des Nordatlantik bej der 
ESTOC-Station (A ld-Ecosystetn model of the biological and obenical 
processes in the upper 3000m of the 1'!ortl1 Atlantic atESTOC). 
• Peekeo. L, S. Neuer: Phytoplanktonzusammenseizungen anhand 
photosynthetischer Pigmente zu verschiedenen Jahreszeiten an der ESTOC 
Station (Phytoplankion composition derived through photsyntetic pigments 
at different saisons at ESTOC). 
• Reppin, J., M. Knoll, T.J. Muller, G. Siedler, S. Neuet, 8 . Davenport, H . 
Meggers, V. Ratmeyer, A. Spiedt, G. Fischer, G. Wefer, M.-J. Rueda, M. 
Villagarda, E. Delgado, C. Rodriguez, R. Santan&, 0. Wnas, F. J...6pez-
Laatzen, A. Rodriguez: ESTOC European Station for Tinle--Series in the 
Ocean, Canary Islands. 
1998: 
EGS XXIIl General Assembly, Nice, France, 23.04. I 998 
• Reppin, J., M. Knoll: Watermasses and currents in the area of tl1e ESTOC 
lime series station. 
• Nener, S., R. Davenport, V. Ratmeyer, G. Fischer, G. Wefer, M.J. Rueda, 
0. Llinlis: Particle flux measurements atES'rOC. 
• Rueda. M.J. R. Santana, J. Perez-Marrero, A. Cianca. M.G. ViUagarcfa; J. 
Godoy, J. Esc6nez, 0. Llinlis: Variability of the nutrients concentration at 
ESTOC (1994-)997). 
AGU Ocean Sciences Meeting, San Diego, February 1998 
• Neuer, S., I. Peeken: Investigations witll surface-tethered particle traps at 
the ESTOC (European Station for Time-series in the Ocean). 
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Sixlh lntemationa:1 Conference on Paleoceanography, Lisbon, August 1998 
• Meggers, H., T. Freudenlha.1, R. Davenport, S. Neuer. G. Wefer: Particle 
Flux and Paleoceanography in I.he Eastern Boundary Current sysiem. 
• Nave. S., P. Freitas, F. Abrantes, S. Neuer, G . Wefer: Diatom assemblages 
in the Canary Islands r,!lgion: Compru:ison of a sediment trap time series and 
the sea .floor reco rd. 
ESTOC workshop, Hamburg, October 1998. 
• Pfaez-Marrero, J.: Variability in ESTOC (1994-J 997). 
Seventh JGOFS workshop, Universit.iiLBremen, 04.-05.12.1998 
• Determann, S.: Woher kommt das Wasser an der ESTOC Station? 
Erg_ebn:isse eines eddy-auflosende Zi}.-ulationsmodells (Where does the 
water at ESTOC come from? First results from an eddy resolving 
circulation model). 
• Kiihn, W.: ESTOC - eine lD-Modellstudie (ESTOC - a ID-model study). 
• Kiihn, W.: Biogeochemische Prozesse und Partikel.flul.l bei ESTOC -
Madelle und Oaten (Biogeochemical proce$ses and particle flux al ESTOC 
- models and data). 
• Millier. T., 0. Llinas, S. Neuer, J. Reppin, M. J. Rueda, G.Siedler and G. 
Wefer: Die ESTOC-Zeitserienstation n6rdlich der Kanarischcn lnseln 
(ESTOC timeseries station north of the Canary Islands). 
• Neuer, S., R. Davenport, 0. Llinas, M-J. Rued(!, J. Godoy, and G. Wefer: 
Estimates of primary and export production at ESTOC. 
• Patsch, J., W. Kiihn, S. Determann, K . Hertericb, G.Radach, M. Gonzalez· 
Davila, M . Santana-Casiano: Ergebnisse der Modellierakli vitaten fur die 
ESTOC-Station (Re.suits of modelling activities at ESTOC). 
• Rueda, M .J., R. Santana, J. Perez-Marrero, A. Cianca. M.G. Villagarcia, J. 
Godoy, J . Escanez, 0. Llirtas: Variability of the nuoients concentration at 
ESTOC (1994-1997). 
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Fischer and G. Wefer (in press): Seasonal and inierannual pigment 
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s~nsing. 
Fischer, G., G. Krause, S .. Neuer, and G, Wefer ( 1996): Short-term sedimentation 
pulses recorded with a fluorescence sensor and sediment traps in .900 m 
water depth in the Canary Basin., LimnoL Ocealiogr. , 41(6), 1354-1359. 
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Time Series Station Stancd Operation. lnL WOCE Newsletter, 17. 
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Llinfil,0., A.Rodriguez de Leon, G.Siedler and G.Wefer (1997): ESTOC Data 
Report 1994, lnformes Technlcos Inst. Canario Ciem·. Mar. , 3, 80pp. 
Neuer, S. and M. Rueda (1997): European Time-Series Station In Operation 
North of Canary Islands. U.S. JGOFS Newsletter, March 1997. 
Neuer, S., V. Ralhmeyer. R. Davenport, G. Fischer and G. Wcfer (1997): Deep 
water particle flux in the Canary Islands region: seasonal trends in 
relationship to long-term satellite derived pigment data and Lateral sources. 
Deep-Sea Res. /, 44, 1451-1466. 
Ratroeycr, V. and G. Wcfer (1996): A high resolution camera system (ParCa) for 
imaging particles in the ocean: system design and results from profiles and a 
3 monU1 deployment J. Mar. Res. 54, 1- 16. 
Sprengel, C., K.-H. Baumann and S. Neuer (subm.): Seasonal and interannual 
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also appreciated the cooperation of the numerous contributors to this repon and 
particularly the excellent assistance by M .J. Rueda and M.G. Villagarcfa. Tbe 
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8 DATA A VAILABil.,JTY AND DISTRIBUTION 
The data reports will be published annually or once in two years in the JCCM 
report series, combining the data sets from the standard station observations and 
from the special process studies. It is the understanding that in the future the data 
sets will be made available to other users through the ICCM web server two 
years after the year of observation, unless the ESTOC Comiltee decides that 
special restrictions apply. 
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along tho P212/3 section from ESTOC to the northern lip of 
Teoerife (station 859) and from there to Gran Canaria (stations 854-
862). 
Figure 25. Distribution of lb.e indicated parameters from surface to bottom 
taken along the P212/3 section along the western slope of Lanzarotc 
and Fnertevenlnra and to Gran Canaria (stations 846-863). 
Figure 26. Distribution of the indicated parameters from surface to 200m taken 
along the P212/3 section along the western slope of L.U1Zarote and 
Fuerteventura and to Gran Cttnaria (stations 846-863). 
Figure 27. Alkalinity distribution from the 16 stations were sampling took 
place along P212/3. 
Figure 28. Fugacity of C02 distribution along the 16 stations were sampling 
was performed during P212/3. 
Figure 29. (a,b). Distributions of salinity and tempemture during FS ''Victor 
Hensen" cruise VH96-1 on the zonal section at about 29"N. 
(c,d). Distributions of phosph11tes and ni(r;Ue+nitri.te during FS 
"Victor Hensen" cruise VH96-1 on the zonal section at about 29"N. 
(e). Distributions of silicates during FS "Victor Hensen" croise 
VH96-l on the zoo.al section at about 29°N. 
Figure 30. Spatial variability of the pl-ft in the section between station 35 on 
the Moroccan contioenta.1 slope and ESTOC. 
Figure 31. Temperature, oxygen and chlorophyll "a" distributions from the FS 
"Poseidon" P219 zonal scctii;>1;1 north oJ the Canary ll{Chipelngo. 
Figure 32. Phosphate, nitr.ite+nitrite and silicate distributions from the FS 
"Poseidon" P219 zonal section north of the Canary archipelngo. 





Mapa de la regi6n de Canarias-Madeira region con la posicion del 
ESTOC. 
Disefio del fondeo de flujo de partfculai, fondeado en la ~taci6n 
l;!STOC. CJ 1-6 se refieren a los intervalos de fondeo descritos ell la 
Tabla 4. 
Posioiones de las observaciones de los XBT. 







Estaciones muestreadas durante la campaiia P212/3. 
Mapa de estaciones muestreadas durante fas campafias del FS 
"Victor Hensen" A l/96· l y A 1/96-2. 
Mapa donde se muestran las estacione's de la campaiia del 
"Poseidon" 219 (pnrte 1 ). 
Disefio y matriz de la trampa de partfculas unida a la superficie 
usada durante las campafias 'Victor Hensen 96/1 ' . 'Poseidon 219' 
and Taliarte 10/96. 
Figura 9. Variaci6n de Jos parametros mensuales muestreados en el ESTOC 
de 1994 a 1996 (hasla 200m). 
Figura 10. Variaci6n de algunos de ]os pad.metros mensuales muestreados en 
el ESTOC de 1994 a 1996. 
Figura 11 . Alcallnidad Total en la estaci6n ESTOC medida desde las 
campaiias realizadas a bordo del BO Taliarte, FS Poseidon P212/3 
y P219 y del FS Victor Hensen VH-96. 
Figura 12. Fugacidad del C02 en La estaci6n ESTOC meclida desde las 
campafias realizadas a bordo de! BO Tallarte, FS Poseidon P212/3 
y P219 y del FS Victor Hensen VlI-96. 
Figura 13. Tasas de flujo obtenidas con trampas de deriva durante los periodos 
de fondeo durant.e his campafias del ''Poseidon" 212 (October 95) , 
"Victor Hensen" 96/1 (Febrero 96), ''Poseidon" 219 (May 96) and 
"Tallarte" 10/96 (October 96) (see also Table 4). 
Figura 14. Diagram a de vectores de los corrent!metros fondeados en el ESTOC 
(1994-1996). 
Figura 15. Flujo total de pnrtfculas en el ESTOC dct.erminado con trampas de 
partfculas puestas a profundidades de 1 km (Unea delgada) y 3 km 
(l(nea gruesa). 
Figura 16. Secci6n de temperatutas de XBT entre ESTOC y Gran Canaria 
durante el ESTOC de 07/96 (debajo), su correspondiente perfil de 
temperatura vertical cerca del BSTOC (arriba, izquierda) asf como 
el diagrama correspondiente de t.emperatura/sallnidad del CTD 
Janzado en dicho ESTOC (arriba, derecha). 
Figura 17. Distribuciones de temperatura de XBTs en el mfni.mo estacional de 
TSM del ESTOC 03/96 para las secciones entre Tenerife y Gran 
Canaria{izquierda) y entre el ESTOC y Gran Canaria(dereeba). 
Figura 18. Perfiles en profundidad de los coeficientes de correlaci6n lineal 
entre la TSM del satelite y las temperaturas medidas _por el CID. 
Los puntos provienen de diferencias de basta 24 horas entre las 
mediciones. Los triiingulos cu;indo existen diferencias de hasta 48 
horas. 
Figura 19. Imagen NOM-14 MCSST de! 26 de Septiembre de 1996, 
coc)jficada en color cada 0.5°C en proyccci6n Mercator con una 
resoluci6n espacial de aprox. '.2 km. Las cruces sobrepuestas 
representan las estaciones hidrogrfficas muestreada.s durante la 
campaiia P212f3 del FS Poseidon. 
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Flgll!n 20. Distribuciones horizontales de tetnperatura a O y 1 Om procedentes 
de los muestreos realizados in situ dorante la campana P212. 
Figura 21. Distribuci6n de Jos parrunetros indicados desde la superficie hasta 
el fondo muestreados durante P212/3 en la secci6n que va desde la 
puntn norte de Lanzarote hasta el ESTOC (estaciones 846-854). 
Figura 22. Distrlbuci6n de los parametros indicados desde la superficie haslll 
200m muestreados durante P2 l 2/3 en la secci6n que va desde la 
punt.a. no rte de Lanzarote has ta el ESTOC (estaciones 846-854 ). 
Figura 23. Distribuci6n de los parame.tros indicados desde la superficie hasta 
el fondo m11estreados durante P212/3 en la secci6n quc va desde el 
ESTOC hasta la punta norte de Tenerife (estaci6n 859) y desde aquf 
hast.a Gtah Canaria (estaciones 854-862). 
Figura 24. Distribuci6n de. los parametros indicados desde la superficie hasta 
200m muestreados durante P212/3 en la secci6n que va desde el 
ESTOC basta La punta norte de Tenerife (estaci6n 859) y desde aquf 
hasta Gran Canaria (estaciones 854-862). 
Figura 25. Distribuci6n de los parametros indicados desde la supedicie basta 
el fondo muest:reados a Jo largo del P2 I 2/3 en una seccicin a Jo 
largo de! talnd oeste de Lanzarote y Fuerteventura y a Gran Canaria 
(est:aciones 846-863). 
Figura 26. Distribuci6n de los para.metros indicados desde la superticic hasta 
200m muestreados a lo largo de] P212/3 en una secci6n a lo largo 
del talud oeste de Lanzarote y Fuerteventw:a y a Gran Canaria 
(estaciones 846-863 ). 
Figura 27. Distribuci,6n de la alcalinidad medida en las 16 estaciones que se 
muestrearon a lo largo de P212/3. 
Figura 28. Distribuci6n de la fugacidad del C02 medida en las 16 estadones en 
que se realiz6 el muestreo alo largo de P212/3. 
Figura 29. (a.b). Distribuciones de salinidad y tempetatum a lo largo de la 
campafia VH96, 1 en el PS "Victor Hensen" en una secci6n zonal 
cercanaa La latitud29°N. 
(c,d). Distribuciones de fosfatos y nitratos+nitritos a lo largo de la 
campaiia VH96-1 en el FS "Victor Hensen" en una secci6n zonal 
cercana a la latitud 29"N. 
(e). Distribuciones de silicatos a Jo largo de la campaiia VH96-l en 
el FS ' 1Victor Hensen'' en una secci6n zonal cercana a la latitud 
29°N. 
Figura 30. Variabilidad espacial del pH total en la secci6n entre la estaci6n 35 
situada en el talud continental de Marruecos y el ESTOC. 
Figura 31. Distribucrones de temperatura. oxJgeno y clorofila "a" dcl muestreo 
realii'.ado en la campaiia P219 a bordo del FS "Poseidon" en una 
seoci6n zonal an norte del Arcbipielago Canario. 
Figura 32. Distribucio11es de fosfatos, nitratos+nitritos y silicntos del muestreo 
realizado en ,ta campafia P219 11 bordo de) FS "Poseidon" en una 
secci6n zonal an norte del Archi.Pi~age Canario. 
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List of Figures in the Appendices 
Figures A - l to A - 8. Temporal variation with depth of the different 
parameters (temperature, salinity, sigma-t, oxygen, 
nitrate+nitrite, phosphate, chlorophyll ''a'' and silicate) 
measured monthly at the ESTOC station during 1995. 
Figures A - 9 to A -17. Temporal variation with depth of the different 
parameters (temperature, salinity, sigma-t. oxygen, 
nitrate+nitiite, phosphate, silicate, chlorophyll "a" and 
stable oxygen isotopes) measured monthly a:t the 
ESTOC station during 1996. 
FiguresBJ-1 toBl- 4 . Variation with depth of the tliffe.rent chemical and 
biological parameters (nitrate+nitrite, phosphate, 
chlorophyll "a" and silicate)) measw-ed at the stations 
sampled in "Victor Hensen" VB 95 cruise . 
.Figures B2- 5 to B2-45. Variation with depth (down to 4000m and the first 
200m) of the different physical parameters, temperature 
(figures 1 to 16), salinity (fig. 17 to 32), LADCP (fig, 
33 to 36), fluorometer (fig. 37 to 43), sigma-l (fig. 44 
and 45) measured at the stations sampled in "Poseidon" 
212/3 cruise. 
Figures B2-46 to 82-55. Variation with depth of the different chemical 
parameters (oxygen, nitrate+nitrite, phosphate, silicate 
and chlorophyll "a") measured at the stations sampled 
in "Poseidon" 212/3 cruise. 
Figures B3-l to B3-12. Variation with depth of the different physical 
parameters, temperature (figures 1 to 4), salinity (fig. 5 
to 8), fluoromet.er (fig. 9 and 10), sigma-t (fig. 11 and 
12) measured at the stations sampled in "Victor 
Hensen" VH 96-1 cruise. 
Figm·es B3-13 to B3-22. Variation with depth of the different chemical 
paramete(S (oxygen, nitrate+nitrite, phosphate, silicate 
and chlorophyll "a") measured at lhe stations sampled 
in. "Victor Hensen" VH 96-1 cruise. 
Figures B4-1 to B4~13. Variation with depth of the different physical 
parameters, temperature (figures 1 to 8), salinity (fig. 9 
to 12), sigma-t (fig. 13) measured at the stations 
sampled in "Poseidon" 219/1 cruise. 
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Figures B4-14 to 84-18. Variation ,with depth of the diffe rent chemical 
parameters (oxygen, nitrate+nitrite, phosphate, silicate 
and chlo.rophyll "a") measuted at the stations sampled 
in "Poseidon" 219/1 cruise. 
Relacion de Figuras en los Apendices 
Figuras A - J a A- 8. Vaciaci6n temporal con la profuodidad de los diferentes 
paranietros (temperatura, salinidad. sigma-t, oxigeno, 
nitratos+nitritos, fosfatos, clorofila "a" y silicates) 
medidos mensualmeole en la estaci6n ESTOC durante 
1995. 
Figuras A - 9a A ·17. Variaci6n temporal con la_profundidad de los diferentes 
parametros (temperatura, salinidad, s igma-t, oxfgeno, 
nitratos+nitritos, fosfatos. silicates, clorofila "a" e 
is6topos de oxigeno estables) medidos mensualmente 
en la estaci6n ESTOCdurante 1996. 
Figuras Bl-1 a Bl- 4. Variaci6n temporal con la profunclidad de los diferentes 
parametros qufm.icos ( nitratos+nitritos. fosfat.os, 
clorofiJa "a" y silicates.) medidos en las est.aciones 
muestteadas durante la campaiia VH 95 del "Victor 
Hensen''. 
Figuras B 2-5 a B 2-45. Variaci6n temporal con la profundidad (basta 4000m y 
200m respectivamente) de los diferentes panimetros 
Usicos, temperalura (figuras 1 a 16), salinidad (fig. J7 a 
32), LADCP (fig. 33 a 36), flnor6metro (fig. 37 a 43), 
sigma-t (fig. 44 y 45) medidos en las estaciones 
muestreadas durante la campaiia "Poseidon" 212/3. 
Figura~ B2-46 aB2-55. Vaciaci6n temporal con In profundidad de los diferentes 
_parametros gufmicos (oxigeno, nittatos+nitritos, 
fosfatos, silicates y clorofila "a") medidos en las 
estaciones muestreadas durante la campaiia "Poseidon" 
212/3. 
Figuras B3- 1 a B3·12. Variaci6n temporal con la profundidad de los diferentes 
parrunetros ffsicos, temperatufa (figuras l a 4), 
salinidad (fig. 5 a 8), fluorometro (fig. 9 y 10), sigma-t 
(fig. 11 y 12) rnedidos en las estacioncs rnuestreadas 
durante la campaiia VH 96· l del "Victor Hensen". 
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Figuras 83-13 a B3-22. Variaci6n temporal con la profundidad de los diferentes 
parametros qu!micos (oxfgeno, nitratos+nitritos, 
fosfatos, clorofila "a" y silicatos) medidos en las 
est.aciones muestreadas durante la campaiia "Victor 
Hensen" VH 96-1. 
Figuras B4- 1 a 84-13. Variaci6n temporal con la profundidad de los diferentes 
parametros ffsicos, temperatura (figuras 1 a 8), 
salinidad (fig. 9 a 12), sigma-t (fig. 13) medidos en las 
estaciones muestreadas durante la oampana P219/l de! 
"Poseidon". 
Figures B4-l4 to B4-l 8. Variaci6n temporal con la profundidad de los diferentes 
para.metros qu!micos (oxfgeno, nitratos+oitritos, 
fosfutos, clorofila "a" y silicates) medidos en las 
estaciones muestreadas durante la campaiia P219/1 de! 
"Poseidon". 
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fn la primcra pagina ira d litulo clel lnfom-1 (en 11(.'gljta y mayi,scula) y cl(los) llOOlbn:(s) deJ Qos) aulO~C!i) 
(en ncgrilll, mimiscula el nonibn: y vcr.;aJiia el :ipclliciQ); su(s) dinx:cioo(cs). institucion. dirur.cion. ciudad. pais (en 
mayiiscola), la focba do envio y la refi:rencia dcl lnfoim: a pie de p{lgina cn cicgrita. mayuseula y cursiva 
El RESUMEN " SUMMARY iran solos, coo tos tltulos ccntrodos (cp c:.µiilol "' inglcs) y sin nurncraci6n.. EJ 
iNDtCE va su1 ownorai' y co,11Jlndr.i los titulos de los ap;llt3dos y suoopanados con la pagi'na donde comiewan. L.1 
numeracioo comenz.ar.i en la p:igina 4 coo la IN'IRODUCXlON. Los dtulosde los apartados ir.in centrados, en otgrilll 
)' mayi,scula. Se co,nci=ni a cscribir dejando unn 1abulaci6n. Iii los puntos y aparte se clejara wi espacio y entre 
apartados sc. clejar:in dos espa,:ios. Uzilll! un tltulo y Ill 1cxio sc dejar.\ wi espacio. los subapartados se nwneraran 
sii,,'llicll!ffl su orden correspondiente. Se mecanogral:iaian en ma)'USQlla. negriia y sin labulacion. 
El nombn: vulgar de las especies =ido se cite por primera ,-ez en c,J lmbajo dd:ie ir seguido por su nombre 
cienti:fico. el auior y el aiio entre paren~is (pesqwria nr1l:sanal de la vieja Spari,wma cre1emr (Linnaeus, 1758), Lo., 
nombres cientificos ticnen quc ir en cumva (Sptli.roma). 
Las refen,ocias a ouos lnlbajos se bar.In citando entre parenl.ests solo el :ipellido del (los) autor(cs) en vcrsalita 
y cl aiio de publicaci6o, separados por una coma (GctllALEZ v ~ . 1992). 
Los simbolos y.sigi1os qufmicos. fisicos o matematiOQS. se oso.ribiran ateniando:le a las nonnas in1cmadOll:llcs 
vigcnll:s. SI (Si.srema ltiremaciOMI de Unidades). Se osoribaran sin pwito y sin plurnl. Las abmvla111ras de lru; 
publicaciones cientlficas se ajl!SUlmll a lo que indica la ''World Llst of Scicnl.ific PublicatiOilS''. Los milr<!ros dcciJm!cs-
sc escribir.in con punto (0.2.5). los nwreros mayores cie ires cilia.~ no llc,1'!111 punto slno un cspacio ( L 034) y los anos 
ir.in sin espacio ( 1995), 
DIBUOGRAFiA 
Las citas bibliogra6cas sit haran por orden allilbctico sugun cl slguicnte orden; amOr {ap(:ILido e inicinlcs del 
nombre COil versaJila), ailO dc-publicacioo (si hay mas de una del mismo lllllOr .SC citmin ni\adiendo letras mimi.f;(:u)as 
al lado del ail<), 1994a. l994b). titulo complcto del lnlbajo, nombre de la pubticaci6n en cursiva (completo o abreviado), 
mimero y p,iginas, Si cs UD libro su titulo debe ir en cursfva especi6cando la editorial y la ciudad. 
FlGURAS, TABlAS YMAP.AS 
Las figuras, tablas o rnapas no deben sobrepasar witi vcz n:ducidos los I 7X22.5 cm iocluyeodo la leycuila dcl 
pie. Los pies de 1iguras, Ulblas o map:lS iran en hojn apartc si no estSn inchudos en la ruducci<in. Los titulos y pies de 
las liguras, t;lblas y mapas iran en espaiiol e mglc.~ (en cwmva) separados por wi espacio. Tanto l:JS figurJS. como las 
lablas se nunll!iar.ilt con nwrerosar.iblgos; si hubicsc, llamadas iran clebajo del pie se:paradas por wt espacio y una linca 
(letra tipo TllllCS Nt.·w Roman 10 pt). 
ENV!O Y ACEPTACION · 
Solo sc acep11u:an lnlbajos originates quc no ha)'lin sido cdilados ni eoviados $il11ul~.=u: a o<ras 
publ,cacior.cs Los lnlbajos (original y ~ copios) •J, el soporte informatico en WQrd Perfect ~.O Wm dcbcrao dirigir.;e 
a la Secn:.1arfa Tecoica de lnfonnes Tecnica.i dcl !CCM. Apdo. 5(5, 35200 Tclde, Grau Canaria. Islas Canarias. a-paiia, 
mediantc comio ccrtific.ado con oousc de recibo. El (los) autor(es) aj enviar cl original accptan que IO!i di)rechos de 
cqpyri,gbi de su lr.lbajo son transferidos al' editor de los lnfom!(!S lei;nicos si cs aa.-ptado para su publicaci6n, = 
alxJrca fos dt n.:clios de exolusi\lOS para rt:producir y distribuir cl lr.lbajo, 
Los infonncs ser.in revisados par el Qinii1e Editorial y al llll!OO!i por dos c:valuadores del Consejo Edllor. En 
caso ti\: existir com.'Cciones, sc remlte de- nuevo al autor prua qyc inlroduzca las modificaciones ,en cl origii\al c-n UD 
plazo de 10 dlas. Los-auton:s recibinin 10 ejemplares del lnfomic, si bay mas de lDl autor sc le envlara al (IIIC .ligura 
c:6<no primer autor. 

